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Whether you are a small, intermediate, or large employer in NYC and are looking for a way 
to offer your employees infertility services your company definitely can afford, and your 
current health insurance package does not include, contact us by calling our COO, Ms. 
Jolanta Tapper at +1 212-994-4499/Ext.4406 or dropping her a note at 
jtapper@thechr.com. You will find nowhere better and more competitively priced infertility 
services for your employees under a large variety of payment options, including spend-
ing limits, co-payments, etc. You will also find that the CHR, like no other fertility center, 
protects patients and their employees from unfortunately only too frequent overutilization. 
There are many good reasons why patients from all over the U.S. and the world travel to 
NYC for infertility treatments at the CHR. Your company’s employees, in contrast, will just 
have to take the subway!

The CHR is known as a 
“fertility center of last resort,” 
primarily serving patients 
who have previously failed 
treatments elsewhere. 
Among CHR’s areas of 
special expertise are 
treatments of “older” ovaries, 
whether due to advanced 
female age or premature 
ovarian aging (POA), 
immunological problems 
affecting reproduction, 
repeated pregnancy loss, 
endometriosis, polycystic 
ovary syndrome (PCOS), 
tubal disease, male factor 
infertility, etc.

  ADVERTISEMENT

IF YOUR HEALTH PLAN DOES NOT INCLUDE INFERTILITY  
 COVERAGE, ASK THE BENEFIT MANAGER OF YOUR 

 COMPANY TO CONTACT US AT THE CHR

 THE CHR CAN IMPROVE YOUR BENEFIT PACKAGE IN THE MOST COMPETITIVE 
RECRUITMENT MARKET AT A HIGHLY COMPETITVE COST
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After a much too short and too hot summer, we are very pleased to welcome our rapidly growing pool of readers to the 
new 2022/2023 academic year and the September issue of the CHR’s newsletter, The CHR-VOICE. Denoting the start 
of a new academic year, the September issue, traditionally, also introduces graphical as well as content changes to the 

newsletter. After a substantial expansion of content last year that met remarkably high approval from our readership, this 
year’s changes are, therefore, more concentrated on design. We, however, remain continuously interested in our readers’ 
comments and suggestions which, as always, should be addressed to melias@thechr.com. We also continue to encourage 
editorial contributions from patients and colleague, as well as comments, whether supportive or in opposition, to published 
prior content in The VOICE .

This is also the appropriate time to reemphasize that the purpose of  The VOICE is not only to inform about the CHR as a 
rather unique infertility center serving a worldwide clientele of patients who in an overwhelming majority have failed 
to conceive in other fertility centers before becoming CHR-patients, but to inform patients as well as colleagues about 
what CHR considers to represent important issues for the provision of fertility services in ways, probably rarely seen 
elsewhere. 
 
Like so many other important areas in society, medicine is heavily dominated by “group-think” by Psychology Today defined 
as “a phenomenon that occurs when a group of well-intentioned people makes irrational or non-optimal decisions spurred by the 
urge to conform or the belief that dissent is impossible.”1 As this article also emphasizes, “the problematic or premature consensus 
that is characteristic of groupthink may be fueled by a particular agenda—or it may be due to group members valuing harmony and 
coherence above critical thought.” . The CHR strongly believes that “groupthink” in the infertility field is strong because all of 
these explanations apply: Commercial interests with very obvious agendas are heavily promoting “groupthink” in support 
of their products and services and, unfortunately, have become very powerful in doing so, at times even coopting editorial 
offices in medical journals and professional societies in the process. Many colleagues, therefore, have come to believe that 
dissent is impossible, ending up valuing harmony and coherence above critical thought.

First introduced in 1971 by the social psychologist Irving Lester Janis, PhD, his theory of “groupthink” has been widely 
accepted as applicable in almost all realms of societal interaction, from geopolitics to business, but also in bullying and 
rationalization of poor decision making by friends or relatives. Research has demonstrated that introverted groups and 
organizations that discourage dissent are more likely to engage in “groupthink.”2

Unsurprisingly, “groupthink” in medicine3 and science4 is, therefore, highly prevalent. To oppose it in the field of reproductive 
medicine and infertility has for decades been a guiding principle of the CHR. Unsurprisingly, it, therefore, is also a guiding 
principle of The VOICE.

Opposing “groupthink” creates controversy, and the editorial team at The VOICE not only understands that but respectfully 
fosters it because the CHR see it as an important contribution to improving fertility treatments not only at the CHR but 
worldwide, considering that this newsletter is read worldwide. 

Under the title , “Why is selective androgen pre-supplementation in IVF still controversial?” this month’s lead article in The 
VOICE addresses the question whether some IVF cycles benefit from pre-treatment with androgens? Please read the to this 
article attached conflict statement before reading the article because the CHR and some of its employees potentially have 
financial interests in the sale of androgens (especially DHEA) to selected infertile women. In his regular “A Piece of My Mind,” 
CHR’s Medical Director and Chief Scientist, Norbert Gleicher, MD, this month addresses, what qualifies a professional 
organization to issue medical guidelines, an issue highly deserving of a commentary, considering some recently issued 
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There, of course, are in addition also all the usual other sections of the newsletter (see Table of Contents), with an especially 
long section of “Relevant New From the Literature” because, despite the doldrums of summer, June, July and August produced 
a large number of interesting and relevant articles. As always, we hope you enjoy the read.

And, as a final word, congratulations to the CHR’s Medical Director and Chief Scientist, Norbert Gleicher, MD, for again being 
listed among “Top Reproductive Endocrinologists” in New York Magazine.5

The Editorial Team

REFERENCES
1. https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/groupthink
2. https://www.simplypsychology.org/groupthink.html 
3. DiPierro et al., Medical Teacher 2022, 44:3, 309-318, DOI: 10.1080/0142159X.2021.1987404
4. Allen DM, Howell JW Groupthink in Science. Springer 2020, ISBN: 978-3-030-36821-0
5. https://www.castleconnolly.com/reproductive-endocrinology-infertility-ny-mag
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BOARD-CERTIFIED RE-I AT ASSOC. PROF/PROFESSOR LEVEL

The CHR is looking for another senior board-certified RE-I (or international equivalent) to join our grow-
ing national and international practice. Though private, our center is organized along academic princi-

ples in that physicians are expected to excel not only as clinicians but also as researchers. The center’s 
uniquely structured compensation package, therefore, incentivizes both activities. We are looking for an 
individual with documented excellence in both areas, commensurate with associate professor/professor 

level. Besides a competitive salary, incentive bonus structure, and excellent benefit package, the CHR also 
offers partnership along either a 3-year or 5-year equity track and, ultimately, part or complete owner-

ship, as the current leadership is expected to retire within that time-period.

If  you feel qualified for the position and share our philosophy of  being a physician-scientist, please let 
us know by submitting your C.V. and a brief  letter of  interest to our COO, Ms. J. Tapper, at 

jtapper@thechr.com. The position can be filled immediately. All submissions are considered 
confidential.

  ADVERTISEMENT
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Introductory Thoughts
It is remarkable that, without 
evidence of any utility in improving 
IVF outcomes, as of this point at least 
half of all IVF cycles in the U.S. utilize 
preimplantation genetic testing for 
aneuploidy (PGT-A). Considerable 
evidence, indeed, suggests that some 
patient populations are adversely 
affected in their pregnancy chances 
by utilizing PGT-A.1,2 Yet, genetic 
laboratory companies (“higher 
chance of pregnancy, reduced risk of 
miscarriage”)3, IVF centers (“a woman 
is more likely to become pregnant 
from an embryo that has been tested 
and is known to be chromosomally 
normal. The use of tested embryos 
also decreases the risk of miscarriages 
and pregnancy loss.”)4, and IVF clinic 
networks (“PGT-A can increase the 
success rates of in-vitro fertilization 
(IVF), especially for women who have 
had multiple miscarriages”5) still 
freely and unabashedly advertise on 
their respective websites that PGT-A 
improves IVF outcomes. 

Yet not even a beep has been heard 
from either the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) and/or any of 
the major professional organizations, 
expressing concerns about this very 
obvious “false advertisement,” even 
though PGT-A not only does not offer 
any outcome benefits but actually 
harms IVF outcomes in many women, 
and, in addition, adds significant cost 
(in the U.S. between $5,000-6,000) 
to an already abhorrently expensive 
procedure.

But when a manufacturer of 
nutraceuticals on its website 
pointed out that supplementation 
of selected infertile women with 
androgens, and especially the 
precursor hormone to testosterone, 
dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA), 
may benefit infertility and IVF 
outcomes in selected patients, all hell 
broke loose, and the FDA threatened 
the company through a formal 
warning letter, thereby forcing it, at 
very significant cost, to completely 

(“cost-benefit assessment”).

While PGT-A, as has become 
obvious,1,2 misses on both fronts, 
this review will demonstrate that 
the utilization of DHEA (or of other 
androgens) offers real potential 
for outcome improvements in 
selected cases of female infertility 
and, in contrast to PGT-A, does 
so at negligible risks and costs. 
Yet the FDA is not alone in denying 
existing evidence: Even authors from 
prominent institutions have done 
so as well, when in review articles 
repeatedly making the false claim 
that there is no adequate evidence in 
support of androgen (and/or DHEA) 
supplementation in infertile women 
and only prospectively randomized 
studies will offer such evidence.8-10 
One wonders why many of the same 
voices, however, see absolute no 
problem in routinely using PGT-A in 
IVF cycles.

A Brief History of DHEA in 
Infertility
Though by some estimates currently 
prescribed by over half of all fertility 
centers in the world, the history of 
DHEA utilization and the physiologic 
rational behind this treatment has 

revise all its written materials, 
including its website. 

Yet, in contrast to PGT-A, as we in 
this brief review attempt to point 
out, there, indeed, exists convincing 
evidence that supplementation with 
DHEA in selected infertile women 
improves fertility as well as IVF 
outcomes. Moreover, while there 
is now convincing biological6 and 
practical clinical evidence7 that PGT-A 
simply cannot produce outcome 
improvements for IVF, there exists 
now substantial animal as well as 
clinical data that selected DHEA 
supplementation, indeed, does 
improve IVF outcomes. And DHEA 
does it with absolutely no evidence 
of adverse effects on any IVF patient 
populations, and at negligible cost. 

Ethical medical practice demands as 
a first obligation “to do no harm”. 
And since practically every medical 
intervention carries risks with it, an 
automatic secondary obligation that 
arises is that “benefits of medical 
interventions must outweigh their 
risks”. Those benefits primarily should 
reflect clinical outcome improvements 
(“risk benefit-assessment”), - 
but they also must consider costs 

WHYWHY
WHYWHYis selective androgen 

supplementation 
in female infertility still 

controversial?
CONFLICT STATEMENT: Before consuming this article, please be advised that the CHR and some of the 
center’s employees may have potential conflicts in addressing this subject: The CHR and Drs. Gleicher as 
well as Barad are part-owners of several U.S patents claiming fertility benefits for androgen supplemen-
tation of selected infertility patients. Moreover, Dr. Gleicher is a shareholder in Fertility Nutraceuticals 
LLC, which, as Ovaterra, produces a DHEA product under license of these patents. The CHR as well as Drs. 
Gleicher and Barad also receive royalties for these patents from other companies.
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unwillingness of infertility patients 
to be randomized, to expect 
adequately controlled and powered 
prospectively randomized studies in 
evaluating the clinical effectiveness 
of DHEA, appears unrealistic. 

As suggested by several U.S. user-
patents the CHR was awarded for 
discovery of all of above described 
beneficial DHEA effects (and others), 
evidence in medicine often does 
not only depend on prospectively 
randomized clinical trials and, 
frequently, can also be established 
by other means: Observational 
studies of lower levels of evidence are 
one example, and animal experiments 
are, maybe, even a better example. 
The argument routinely presented 
in the literature by opponents of 
androgen supplementation that 
the absence of properly conducted 
prospectively randomized studies, 
alone, should prevent utilization of 
DHEA in female infertility, therefore, 
sounds shallow. Applied to all of 
medicine, roughly 85% of current 
medical practice under such an 
argument would have to be stopped 
because, at best, only 15% of medical 
practice is based on prospectively 
randomized studies.

Contrasting how the totally benign 
and inexpensive supplementation with 
DHEA in infertility practice has been 
treated by regulatory authorities and 
professional guidelines in comparison 

Without going into too much 
detail, CHR investigators very 
quickly recognized that DHEA 
supplementation not only improved 
egg numbers for certain infertile 
women, as before suggested in the 
paper by 
Casson et al 12 that led above-noted 
CHR patient to start supplementing 
with DHEA,11 but also increased 
available embryo numbers, therefore 
improving IVF pregnancy and 
delivery chances, shortening time to 
pregnancy, and apparently reducing 
miscarriage rates by reducing 
aneuploidy in embryos.14-16 

All these discoveries were made in 
controlled observational studies, 
though two fully funded attempts at 
prospectively randomized studies, 
one in the U.S. and the other in 
Europe, had to be abandoned for a 
lack of available study participants 
with low functional ovarian reserve 
(LFOR) who were willing to be 
randomized to placebo. Unwillingness 
to participate in placebo-controlled 
studies in women with LFOR cannot 
surprise since they are conscious 
of their limited time for conception 
and, therefore, are often unwilling 
to take the chance of being assigned 
to placebo, which at minimum 
delays their potentially effective 
treatments by at least six months. 
Though a trial has been announced,17 

we are skeptical; considering the 

largely remained hidden from many 
physicians as well as the public. 
A little bit of history, therefore, is 
important: The worldwide use of 
DHEA can, indeed, be traced to a 
single CHR patient who in 2004, at 
age 41, and against medical advice, 
wanted to initiate embryo banking. 
In a first cycle she produced only 1 
oocyte and 1 embryo. In a second 
cycle she, however, produced 3 
and 3, respectively, and in monthly 
subsequent cycles steadily improved 
egg and embryo numbers, until, 
after her 6th cycle, while developing 
polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS)-
like ovaries, she revealed to CHR 
physicians that, after her first cycle 
attempt, fearing she would be 
refused further IVF cycle starts, 
she went to the medical literature, 
to search for remedies that might 
improve her egg and embryo 
numbers.11 She came across several 
publications, recommending different 
pharmaceuticals but she chose DHEA, 
proposed for that purpose in a small 
1998 case series,12 only because, 
uniquely to the U.S., DHEA here 
is considered a food product and, 
therefore, available over the counter 
without prescriptions (in the rest 
of the world DHEA, as a hormone, is 
considered a drug, in many countries 
even requiring a special prescription as 
a “controlled” substance).

By that time, CHR’s physicians had 
already been scratching their heads 
by how a 42- year-old woman was 
cycle after cycle producing more and 
more eggs and embryos? 11 With her 
acknowledgment of supplementing 
with DHEA since completion of her 
first banking cycle, an explanation 
seemed to present itself but, of course, 
required confirmation. This is how 
the CHR became the world’s leading 
center of DHEA research in female 
infertility, with the National Library 
of Medicine so-far acknowledging 
not less than 40 DHEA-related 
peer-reviewed publications from 
CHR-investigators.13
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to PGT-A practice, demonstrates well 
how capricious and money-driven 
medical practice has become. Over 
more than two decades PGT-A has 
led to unnecessary non-use or even 
disposal of hundreds of thousands 
of perfectly normal embryos with 
normal pregnancy and live birth 
potential and generated billions of 
dollars in additional cost to the IVF 
field (in the U.S. alone, current usage 
of PGT-A adds approximately US$ 
350 million annually to IVF costs, not 
counting additional costs for more 
IVF cycles because of non-use of 
normal embryos). “Shallowness,” 
therefore, is no longer a sufficiently 
valid description of what is going 
on in medicine nowadays (and by no 
means only in reproductive medicine). 
Even the adjective “deceptive” only 
insufficiently describes how ethical 
ground rules of medical practice are 
being applied unequally by often the 
same “expert” voices, when it comes 
to androgen supplementation and 
PGT-A practice. 

Interestingly, CHR’s investigators 
made above noted clinical 
observations without a clear 

understanding of how DHEA (or other 
androgen) supplementation achieved 
above-noted outcome benefits That, 
however, became clearly apparent 
when, in 2010, Sen and Hammes 
published their milestone paper in 
Molecular Endocrinology in which 
they in an androgen-receptor knock-
out mouse model for the first time in 
detail demonstrated the importance 
of good testosterone/androgen 
levels for normal folliculogeneis.18 

Suddenly, the physiology of DHEA 
supplementation in infertile women 
had become abundantly clear since 
DHEA was the substrate from which 
our bodies produce testosterone. This 
explanation was further supported by 
the discovery CHR investigators made 
that many infertility diagnoses in 
women were, indeed, characterized 
by hypoandrogenism, with the first 
condition diagnosed as such, whether 
in older women or in younger women, 
being LFOR, and given the term 
premature ovarian aging (POA).19

Progress in researching androgen 
effects on the ovary was further 
fostered by an evolving close 
collaboration between CHR and the 

Sen/Hammes laboratory which by that 
point had moved to the University 
of Syracus. Aritro Sen, PhD, indeed, 
for several years became a Visiting 
Scientist at the CHR, a collaboration 
that allowed the investigation of 
androgen effects to freely flow from 
the mouse experience in the lab 
to clinical experience in infertility 
treatments and back. To this date, 
the National Library of Medicine 
records 11 collaborative peer reviewed 
publications by these two groups of 
investigators.20 We refer readers to a 
publication by these investigators in 
the Journal of Endocrinology which 
summarizes the current understanding 
of androgen effects on ovaries well. 21

Considering the substantial 
experimental animal data (in 
small and large animal models) 
and the equally substantial 
observational clinical research data, 
by now available in the medical 
literature, it, indeed, appear 
incredulous how selective androgen 
supplementations in infertile women 
can still be considered controversial. 
The evidence in support of such 
supplementation most certainly by 
far exceeds any evidence produced 
in support of all the “add-ons” to IVF, 
which have populated IVF practice 
over the last 10-15 years.22

Who Deserves 
Supplementation and Why 
DHEA?
Like any medication, androgen 
supplementation is not for 
everybody. As aspirin will be effective 
against headache only in individuals 
with headache, it makes no sense 
to treat infertile women with 
androgens, unless androgens are 
low. Yet, though hypo-androgenism is 
a frequent finding in infertile women, 
most fertility centers do not even 
test for androgen levels. Considering 
that it by now is well understood how 
important normal androgen levels 
are for normal ovarian function, this 
absence of interest in androgen levels 
is difficult to understand. At the CHR, 
the evaluation of androgens (total and 

  ADVERTISEMENT
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    ONE or TWO-YEAR CLINICAL FELLOWSHIP in RE-I

If  you failed in securing a formal fellowship position in RE & Infertility or simply want a change out of  gener-
al OB/GYN practice, the CHR offers a fellowship position in RE-I which after 1 year will greatly 

improve competitiveness for a formal fellowship position and in 2 years 
establishes independent competence for establishing an infertility practice. The center’s last 

1-year fellow was accepted into the NIH-fellowship program after failing to secure a position in the preceding 
year.

Qualified candidates must be OB/GY board-eligible or certified, be eligible for hospital privileges and for a 
New York state license to practice medicine. As CHR maintains a very active research program in affiliation 

with Rockefeller University, CHR fellows gain substantial research experience, with great likeli-
hood resulting author- or co-authorships in peer-reviewed publications. Board eligible candidates 

who still must accumulate surgical cases will be given the opportunity to do so.

Chosen candidates will receive a very competitive salary and a generous benefit package, including health 
and malpractice insurance as well as paid vacation time. If  you feel that you qualify and are interested in a 

career in RE & I, please submit your CV and a brief  application letter to our COO, Ms. J. Tapper, at jtapper@
thechr.com. The position is available as of  January 1, 2023. All submissions are considered confidential.
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free testosterone, DHEA and DHEAS) 
at initial diagnostic work up has been 
routine for many years. 

To measure androgen hormones 
accurately is highly complex;23 
normal ranges between laboratories, 
therefore, frequently vary. To assess 
whether patients are normal, low, or 
high in their levels, the CHR, therefore, 
also always tests in parallel for sex-
hormone-binding globulin (SHBG). Its 
values usually goes the opposite way 
to androgens and, therefore, is useful 
in determining whether testosterone 
levels are in range or not, and how 
patients respond to treatments: 
Abnormally low testosterone is 
usually associated with abnormally 
high SHBG and, as testosterone 
levels rise with supplementation, 
SHBG usually declines into normal 
levels.

We are frequently asked, why we 
prefer to supplement with DHEA 
and do not simply supplement with 
transdermal testosterone?

There are several reasons for our 
preference: (i) DHEA has very low 
affinity to the androgen receptor 
and, therefore, is hardly effective as 
an androgen. That is very important 
because it means that it is almost 
impossible to overdose with DHEA 
supplementation. (ii) In contrast, it 
is relatively easy to overdose with 
testosterone (T), and too high T may 
be even worse for an IVF cycle than 
too low hormone. (iii) If T is used for 
supplementation the whole body is 
flooded with equal amounts. Different 
organs, however, require different 
T levels for homeostasis. (iv) Once 
again, DHEA here offers an advantage 
because, as a precursor of T, every 
organ will take out of circulation only 
as much DHEA as it needs to reach 
its desired equilibrium, again making 
overdosing unlikely.

growing folic-stages” between 
secondary and small antral follicles. 

These are the stages shortly after 
recruitment out or resting stage. 
During those early stages good  T 
levels are needed because T at those 
stages works synergistically with 
follicle stimulating hormone (FSH) 
in driving growth and maturation of 
follicles. As Sen and Hammes first 
demonstrated in the mouse, absence 
of androgen effects on granulosa cells, 
will at those stages slow, and at times 
completely interrupt, follicle growth 

How to Supplement with 
DHEA?
The numbers and forms of different 
DHEA supplementation protocols 
we find infertility patients on when 
presenting to the CHR, is at times truly 
astonishing, and points once again out 
the apparent lack of understanding of 
the underlying physiological rational 
for androgen supplementation in 
infertile women. Consequently, here 
is a little bit of important background 
information: Low androgen levels 
adversely affect follicle growth and 
development at very early stages 
of follicle maturation (also called 
folliculogenesis), the so-called “small 

and maturation, as well as adversely 
affect egg quality.18

These small growing follicles, however, 
still require at least an additional 
six weeks (or more) of growth and 
maturation before reaching the last 
two weeks of their journey, the so-
called gonadotropin-sensitive phase, 
where those follicles become sensitive 
to the gonadotropin hormones used 
as “fertility drugs” for stimulation of 
follicles in IVF cycles. To pretreat with 
DHEA for less than 6-8 weeks before 
IVF start, therefore, makes little 
sense because the follicles that then 
would be treated would only become 
available in following IVF cycles. 
Similarly, it does not make sense to 
stop DHEA supplementation during 
IVF cycles or before positive pregnancy 
test because, otherwise, the 6-8 weeks 
of treatment must start all-over again 
from the beginning if one continues 
with more IVF cycles.

[On a sidenote, similar principles also 
apply to supplementation of infertile 
women with human growth hormone 
(HGH): Since HGH affects ovaries 
via induction of insulin-like growth 
factor-1 (IGF-1), supplementation 
of infertile women with HGH makes 
only sense in patients with abnormally 
low IGF-1 levels.24 Moreover, like, 
androgens, IGF-1 works synergistically 
with FSH at small growing follicle level 
and, therefore, must also be initiated 
at least 6-8 weeks before IVF cycle 
start, if the correct follicle population 
is to be treated.]

The traditional dosage for DHEA 
supplementation has been 25mg 
TID uninterrupted until pregnancy 
has been established and/or IVF 
cycles with autologous oocytes are 
discontinued. CHR’s physicians have, 
however, observed increased potency 
over the last year in several DHEA 
products sold in the U.S. The raw 
material for many DHEA products sold 
in the U.S. is imported from China and 
those Chinese supplies appear to have 
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increased in potency. In monitoring 
androgen levels, CHR physicians in 
recent months, therefore, have been 
forced to reduce supplementation 
levels more frequently than in 
prior years, further demonstrating 
the importance of continuous 
monitoring of androgen-level in 
infertile women.
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congratulations to our 
medical director and chief 

scientist, norbert gleicher, md.

For being named by Castle Connolly in NEW YORK Magazine 
as one of the Top Doctors in Reproductive Medicine and 

Infertility for the year 2022. This honor is awarded to the top 
physicians in all specialties chosen by their peers.
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“Dr. Barad was very kind and gentle. My retrieval was only my second time meeting him and he 

instantly made me feel comfortable. Dr. Christy the anesthesiologist was so funny and talkative. She 

explained what she was going to do every step of the way but also was definitely trying to ease my kid 

with distractions talking about vacay places etc. Sherry was great too, very focused on the prep and 

getting everything right. The team was efficient and professional. Overall great experience since I just 

switched from another clinic and was nervous about the change. The other piece I really appreciated 

was the transparency and communication. I appreciate the regular communication for sure.”

 - A Patient

“

“I just had my initial consultation with Dr. Norbert Gleicher last week. It went really well. He was very patient 

to answer all my questions and concerns. More importantly, he is digging deeper on my overall health to find 

out or exclude any health issues that prevents me from achieving my family expansion goal. That’s what I have 

been looking for. I believe in Dr. Gleicher, and I also believe with his help I will succeed in the near future. 

My confidence in him started me viewing all his Youtube videos. They are very helpful. I already liked him 

since then. Strongly recommend Dr. Gleicher to anyone who hasn’t found out the reasons and corresponding 

solutions. He provides customized plans, just for you!

 - A Patient



As a “syndrome,” the Polycystic Ovary 
Syndrome (PCOS) identifies not as 
a single disease but as an amalgam of 
conditions, so-called phenotypes, that 
share common clinical denominators. 
More specifically, for decades PCOS is 
described in the medical literature under 
Rotterdam Criteria (the conference that 
established them took 
place in Rotterdam) 
as representing 
four
phenotypes, 

A, B, C, and D 
(see Table).1 

CHR, and 
increasing numbers 

of other investigators in 
the field,2 however, consider this 
2003 description of PCOS not only as 
outdated but as potentially harmful 
to a better understanding of PCOS, 
widely considered the most prevalent 
endocrine disorder affecting up to 10% 
of women in their reproductive years.

CHR researchers have been investigating 
PCOS for several years but, contrary 
to the literature, which contains only a 
single study dedicated to phenotype D, 
have been concentrating on phenotype 
D. The reason has been the surprising 
recognition that almost all PCOS 

patients who reach the CHR 
for treatment are phenotype D 
patients.⁶ Though, in general and in 
infertility populations, A, B, and C 
patients represent a large majority 
of all PCOS cases, to everybody’s 

surprise, PCOS 

patients at 
CHR represented 
these major phenotypes in only less 
than 5% of cases, 

with over 
95% being of 
phenotype D. 
Considering that 
the literature 
suggests 
that 

phenotype 
D patients 

are the rarest 
among all four 

phenotypes, it took some 
time to understand why the CHR 

attracted such a skewed PCOS population. 

In the end the explanation was, however, 
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AWARENESS MONTH

SEPTEMBER IS

Here are a few by CHR researchers recently newly discovered pearls regarding the most important 
but least understood reproductive condition in women which allow for a potentially 

new understanding of PCOS.

PCOS -phenotypes according to Rotterdam Criteria

      PHENOTYPE                       CRITERIA                       CHARACTERISTICS

                                                          
A (“classical”)                                  

Hyperandrogenism 
Ovulatory Dysfunction 

PCO-morphology

Considered the most com-
mon, especially in clinical 
populations.1

B Hyperandrogenism 
Ovulatory Dysfunction

C Hyperandrogenism
PCO-morphology

Considered most com-
mon in unselected 
populations.1

   D (“lean”)*                                      Ovulatory Dysfunction
PCO-morphology

Considered the rarest 
and clinically most be-
nign but, now by CHR 
recongnized as treatment 
resistant. 

*CHR investigators reported the D-phenotype before age ~25 years to present, like the 
other three phenotypes, with hyperandrogenism, then between ages of ~25-35 to demon-
strate normal androgen levels, and after ~age 35 to become hypo-androgenic and treat-
ment-resistant to conventional IVF.3-5

Continued on page 12



surprisingly simple: Phenotype A, B, 
and C patients must be conceiving 
before reaching the CHR. Since the 
CHR is a “last-resort center,” with most 
of patients reaching out to CHR only 
after they fail at other IVF centers, the 
only possible explanation for the highly 
skewed distribution of PCOS phenotypes 
at the CHR was that only those patients 
who elsewhere could not conceive 
made it to the CHR. That those patients 
overwhelmingly were only phenotype D 
patients, therefore, furthermore allowed 
for the conclusion that phenotype D for 
some reason had to be a more treatment 

resistant 
phenotype to 

standard IVF than 
phenotypes A, B, and C.

This explanation, however, contradicted 
everything the infertility field up to that 
point had assumed about the clinical 
“severity” of the four PCOS phenotypes: 
Because of its very typical physical 
stigmata (truncal obesity, hirsutism, 
acne, etc), anovulation (and, therefore, 
frequent infertility), and highest 
prevalence among all phenotypes,1 

phenotype A (therefore also called the 
“classical” phenotype) to this day is 
widely considered the medically most 
problematic phenotype in infertility and 
beyond (because of later in age risk for 
the metabolic syndrome). In contrast, the 
D-phenotype was considered the least 
important among all four phenotypes. 
It, after all, was not associated with 
any of the otherwise typical stigmata 
of PCOS: The women were not obese 
but attractive skinny women (therefore 
also called the “lean phenotype”), they 
did not have irregular periods and were 
not anovulatory as most other PCOS 
women, they demonstrated no excessive 
hair growth (hirsutism) and/or acne; 
and, later in life, they were not at risk for 
the metabolic syndrome (heart disease, 
diabetes, and hypertension), as most 
other PCOS patients are. Because they 
do not exhibit any of the visually very 
recognizable signs of PCOS, phenotype 
D patients, unsurprisingly, frequently 
go through life undiagnosed. 3-5

Having so many of these, otherwise rather 
rare, PCOS patients at the CHR, created a 
unique opportunity for CHR investigators 
to study this phenotype of PCOS in 
detail,3-5 with findings being remarkable 
and multifaceted: 

(i) Because the D-phenotype was 
frequently overlooked, it, especially 
among older infertility patients, 
represented a much higher prevalence 
of total PCOS than had previously been 
reported in the literature. 

(ii) Under Rotterdam Criteria also called 
the only non-hyperandrogenic PCOS 
phenotype, this description turned out 
to be incorrect: Like all other PCOS 

phenotypes, the D-phenotype at 
young ages (i.e., below age 

25)

 

is also 
hyperandrogenic. 

(iii) In contrast to all other 
phenotypes, the D-phenotype, 
however, does not remain 
hyperandrogenic. After age 25, its 
androgen levels start declining, going for 
ca. 10 years through the normal androgen 
range, only to fall below normal 
into outright hypo-androgenism 
after approximately age 35. This also 
explains why this phenotype for decades 
has been in the literature (and under 
Rotterdam Criteria) described as non-
hyperandrogenic or normo-androgenic: 
Most PCOS diagnoses are made between 
ages 25-35, when these women are in 
normal androgen range. 

(iv) After age 35, phenotype D patients, 
therefore uniformly, and uniquely 
for PCOS, are characterized by 
abnormally low androgen levels, - a 
crucially important and previously 
unknown finding for the understanding 
of the D-phenotype; but also for 

the understanding of its treatment 
resistance to IVF and the required 
treatment to overcome this resistance.3

Elsewhere in this newsletter discussed in 
more detail (see page 7), and, therefore, 
here not further referenced, normal 
androgen levels are essential for normal 
follicle maturation. Women with low 
androgen levels, therefore, at certain 
ages often become infertile. CHR’s 
investigators, consequently, hypothesized 
that this developing hypo-androgenism 
in PCOS phenotype D patients after age 
35 must be the 

explanation for their treatment 
resistance 
to standard IVF. These facts probably 
went undiagnosed because most 
colleagues are unaware that these women 
are hypo-androgenic and, indeed, usually 
do not even test androgens levels in IVF 
patients. 

To confirm the hypothesis, CHR 
researchers initiated a case-control study 
comparing IVF outcomes in phenotype-D 
patients to matched infertility patients 
with other infertility diagnoses. As a 
recently published study demonstrated,3 
androgen supplementation in 
phenotype-D patients completely 
removed any treatment resistance to 
IVF, with so-treated patients having 

Continued from page 11
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identical IVF cycle outcomes to 
controls.

In the same paper CHR 
investigators, therefore, proposed 
that the Rotterdam Classification 
of PCOS be abandoned and that, 
going forward, PCOS be viewed 
as an amalgam of only two 
conditions, a hyperandrogenic 
PCOS (H-PCOS), made up of 
what currently are considered 
phenotypes A, B, and C, and a 
hyper-/hypo-androgenic PCOS 
(HH-PCOS) representative 
of the current D-phenotype. 
They further supported this 
proposal with the observation 
that phenotypes A, B, and C 
historically have been closely 
linked to the metabolic 
syndrome (which does not 
affect the D-phenotype), while 
phenotype D in ca. 85% 
has been associated with a 
hyperactive immune system 
(especially autoimmunity 
and inflammation), including 
autoimmune thyroid disease 
in ca. 45% of cases.4,5 This, the 

authors noted, 
pointed at 

distinct 

genomic predispositions for 
these two patient groupings.3
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5. Gleicher et al., Endocrine 
2018;59:661-667
6. Kushnir et al. J Ovarian Res 
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EMBRYOLOGY LABORATORY 
SUPERVISOR FOR RESEARCH

The CHR is searching for a candidate for the newly created position of  Embryology Laboratory 
Supervisor for Research. The CHR’s embryology laboratory, under a single laboratory director, is in 

the process of  being reorganized into three distinct areas with separate supervisory responsibilities: (i)
clinical, (ii)administrative, and(III)research. 

Supervisors in all three areas must hold PhD degrees (or equivalent) and be fully trained 
human embryologists with sufficient historical professional experience to hold a supervi-

sory position.

While such human embryology experience is preferred for this new position as well, priority qualifica-
tions are a record of excellence in reproductive biology research, documented by publica-
tions in prestigious peer-reviewed journals and, in absence of human IVF experience, at 
least substantial animal IVF experience allowing for relatively quick in-house training in human 

IVF.

Besides a competitive salary and benefit package, the CHR also offers in this position a 
unique financial incentive-structure linked to the success of the center’s research activ-
ities, as demonstrated by publications in prestigious peer-reviewed journal. Moreover, 
this position will also be eligible for the opportunity to earn shared ownership in re-

search-driven new start-up companies and the center itself. 

If  you feel that you qualify for this position, please submit your CV and a brief  application letter to the 
CHR’s COO, Ms. J. Tapper, at jtapper@thechr.com. The position is available immediately.

 All submissions are considered confidential.

hirinG
AT THE CHR

Learn more by accessing our library of educational videos:

https://www.centerforhumanreprod.com/
contents/video-gallery

 Center for Human Reproduction
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Image 3 shows the three dimension-
al reconstruction of a portion of the 
cumulus oocyte complex viewed with a 
confocal microscope after staining 
a fixed specimen to delineate sties 
of cell-cell contact (red), nuclei 
(yellow) and outer cell boundaries 
(blue). Here at CHR we retrieve from 
patients that have undergone ovari-
an stimulation their oocytes which at 
the time of retrieval remain attached 
to the surrounding cumulus cells that 
have supported the egg during its 
long journey within the ovarian fol-
licle. Research at the CHR continues 
to explore the role of cumulus cells 
as determinants of oocyte quality in 
order for us to provide our patients 
with the best possible outcomes.

Image 2

Image 2 was taken at the CHR as part 
of a study being conducted on the 
function of granulosa cells and how 
it may change as women undergo ag-
ing. What you see in red are important 
structures within the cells that are 
known as actin filaments, shown here to 
form dense fibers acting very much like 
the fibers that control contraction 
of muscles. 5-6 cells are shown with 
the brighjter one’s sitting on top of 
those positioned at a deeper level 
within the cell culture that was fixed 
and then processed for imaging in the 
CHR research laboratory on the second 
floor.

Image 3

Research at the CHR continues to uncover fundamental aspects  
of early human development that have been implicated in the 
failure of some embryos to proceed al the way to blastocyst 
while others cannot seem to get past the early cleavage stag-
es. Image 1 is a three dimensional rendering of a field of 2 
and 3 cell mouse embryos that has been reconstructed from a 
series of optical image slices known as a Z-stack. Notice the 
appearance of a shell to each of the cells that is comprised 
of structural proteins that must function correctly in order 
for the embryo to divide and grow. Within each cell one can 
visualize the nucleus of the blastomeres that are in vari-
ous stages of organization reflecting in part the status of 
the genes as well as when they would be expected to divide. 
This kind of analysis is crucial to our efforts to improve IVF 
and ICSI outcomes for our patients and serves as a platform 
for extending the CHR’s rich tradition in basic and applied 
research.Image 1
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It was during the doldrum months of the summer, in July 
to be precise, that I came across an article by Kelly 
Horvath in the Endocrine News reporting that the 

Endocrine Society was radically “refreshing” its 
Clinical Practice Guidelines.1 Quoting one of the 
members of the team charged with accomplish-
ing this task, “one major change in this new 
process is that every question is underpinned 
by a systematic review. 
An independent team has created 
this transparent and reproducible 
process to select the studies, 
so the studies are not cherrypicked.”

Reading this sentence (wisely placed into a
 frame at the very beginning of the article) caught 
my attention, and in only a few short minutes I found myself 
thinking, finally somebody who has the courage to speak up 
about the many absurdities that increasingly have engulfed 
medical practice guidelines in recent years,2 of course also 
including infertility practice. The Endocrine Society decided on 
a radical change in how the society’s guidelines would be writ-
ten, attempting to prioritize evidence over expert opinion, 
minimize conflicts of interest; and engaging stakeholders, 
including patients.1 Following more closely the so-called GRADE 
methodology (standing for grading of recommendations, 

MIND
Reconsidering 

MEDICAL PRACTICE 
GUIDELINES 

in the Infertility Field 
By Norbert Gleicher, MD

Founder, Medical Director and 
Chief Scientist

The CHR, New York, N.Y.

assessment, development, and evaluation), thereby making 
the process of issuing guidelines more transparent.3 One can 
only hope that other societies in endocrinology and infertility, 
including the American Society for Reproductive Medicine 
(ASRM) and its daughter organization the Society for Assisted 
Reproductive Technology (SART), as well as the European 
Society for Human Reproduction and Embryology (ESHRE) will 
follow the example. Over 110 organizations all over the world 
have already adopted the GRADE methodology in formulating 
medical practice guidelines. The time appears right to re-
consider how most clinical practice guidelines currently are 
produced!

How medical practice guidelines are developed is, of course, of 
utmost importance because experts in general often get lost 
in minutia, attempting to present all the possible reasons why 
one approach should be chosen over another.1 Too much detail, 
however, often distracts from what really counts. Guidelines 

APIECE
OF

Continued on page 16
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also often are the product of conscious or subconscious 
conflicts of interest. Well-known medical experts, often 
almost unavoidably, have relationships with industry. The 
more prominent an expert is, the more attractive she/
he, indeed, becomes for industry in advocacy of products, 
diagnostic tests, etc. As a member of the Endocrine Society’s 
Guideline  Committee, pointed out, these obvious conflicts 
of interest must be avoided by, often consciously deselecting 
prominent experts from guideline committees.1

The possibility of conflicts of interest is also at the core of 
which organizations should be considered qualified to issue 
professional guidelines?

This question has special 
relevance for infertility practice 
because, likely uniquely for all 
of medicine, regarding the very 
important subject of PGT-A 
the two major professional 
organizations in the field, 
ASRM/SART and ESHRE, 
for all practical purposes 
delegated this responsibility to 
the Preimplantation Genetic 
Diagnosis International Society 
(PGDIS), a relatively obscure, 
small organization of barely 
a few hundred members all 
over the world, who almost 
uniformly make their living from 
performing PGT-A. If, therefore, 
there ever was a society with 
an inherent and obvious 
conflict, it must be the PGDIS. 

Yet when the PGDIS in July of 
2016 published on its website 
the society’s first guidelines for 
laboratory and clinical practice 
of PGT-A (recently unfortunately 
removed from the website 
because for over 5 years it 
served well as an example how 
not to write guidelines), it was 
the IVF field’s first such guideline. More importantly, however, 
it, remarkably, almost universally has determined the practice 
of PGT-A in association with IVF ever since. Considering how 
much PGT-A affects IVF practice, one, indeed, could argue that 
it, to similar extent, also affected IVF practice. 

Remarkably, neither ASRM/SART nor ESHRE, indeed, 
competed. Very much to the contrary, by issuing a Committee 
Opinion regarding the interpretation of “mosaic” PGT-A 

results,4 especially ASRM/SART outright accepted the 
2016 PGDIS guidelines, even though they introduced a 
demonstrably incorrect definition of “mosaicism” to IVF 
practice.5 

Since the VOICE has reviewed the shortcoming of PGT-A on 
already too many occasions, there is no additional value in here 
repeating prior technical criticisms regarding the misuse of 
PGT-A. Readers interested in more detail are referred to a quite 
recent review 5 and an even more recent communication in 
Human Reproduction.6 A new issue does, however, arise from 
the discussion of medical practice guidelines and conflicts of 

interest: Conflicts of interest are not 
only reflected in what professional 
societies publish but, at times, also 
by what they fail to address in their 
published guidelines. 

That the PGDIS under any criteria  
was unqualified to issue guidelines 
regarding PGT-A should have been 
obvious to everybody, including, 
and probably especially,  the ASRM/
SART. And if that was not clear based 
on the membership of the PGDIS, 
then it should have instantly become 
obvious when the PGDIS published 
only on its website its first guidance 
without listing of authors, without 
any description of data gathering 
methods, without a single reference, 
and without peer review. Yet, even 
though this publication as clinical 
guidance document was probably 
unprecedented in its breach of even 
the most fundamental rules regarding 
medical practice guidelines, this 
document has since ruled the IVF 
world almost undisputed. By issuing a 
committee opinion on how to interpret 
these guidelines.4  ASRM/SART not 
only nevertheless accepted them but 
gave them their tacit approval. 

Though that must be considered a 
rather scandalous step, it, however, must be viewed against 
a very distinct backdrop: What this reflects is the increasing 
financial dependency of professional organizations on 
industry. Based on this dependency, the same conflicts 
of interest arise here as well as outlined above for leading 
medical experts. They here just exist on an institutional 
and, therefore, much larger level. Like experts, professional 
societies, consciously or unconsciously, have fallen under 
the influence of industry and this is then reflected in medical 

Continued from page 15



practice guidelines and/or in the omission of practice 
guidelines critical of industry interests.

For ASRM/SART the PGT-A issue is not the first example 
of bowing before industry: When the ASRM’s Practice 
Committee apparently was not willing to revise its 
opinion that social oocyte cryopreservation (now called 
“planned”) should still be considered an “experimental” 
procedure, under pressure from egg-freezing industry 
lobbyists, the leadership of the ASRM simply moved the 
decision from the Practice Committee (that usually fulfills 
this function) to the ASRM’s Ethics Committee (which 
never before and never after made such a decision).  
Paradoxically, the Ethics Committee based this decision on 
“new information,”7 while the Practice Committee before 
had specifically decried the absence of “new information” 
in withholding a change in designation from experimental 
to no-longer experimental. The egg-freezing industry, 
however, wanted the change, and they got it!

Under best of conditions, as we here described, issuance 
of medical practice guidelines must be a carefully 
controlled and unbiased process, based on best available 
evidence of the moment. That even the best of all 
guidelines are only a product “of the moment” should be 
obvious because, even under best of conditions, medical 
practice is a constantly changing process that is almost 
impossible to reflect in a stationary opinion, - even if 
periodically updated. 

The proliferation of professional guidelines in recent 
years, therefore, must be reconsidered. Instead 
of offering guidelines “on everything,” including the 
most mundane subjects everybody anyhow knows 
how to manage, medical practice guidelines should 
concentrate on the big disagreements of the moment 
within a professional field and explain them. What 
physicians need are not biased opinions of “experts” 
(or societies) but fair and unbiased guidance toward 
evidence, even if contradictory. Our brains are trained to 
solve contradictions and, like AI systems, will get better 
with training, but will atrophy if unchallenged. Medical 
guidelines for everything put physician brains to sleep, 
making them more vulnerable to the often-absurd 
marketing efforts physicians now are steadily exposed to, 
at times including biased clinical practice guidelines.

To believe that consensus advances medicine is 
mistaken. As discussed elsewhere in this issue of the 
VOICE, consensus only fosters “group-think.” It is the 
healthy discourse over disagreements that fosters 
advancements. We better remember that! 
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    LABORATORY TECHNICIAN 
The CHR is searching for a qualified candidate to help the 

laboratory division in performing blood tests, semen 
analyses, and help with completion of  administrative

 paperwork. Qualified candidates should have at least one 
year experience in working in a diagnostic laboratory setting.

This position offers a competitive salary and benefit package 
and is available immediately. 

For further information or to submit a resume, 
please contact CHR’s COO, Ms. J. Tapper 

at jtapper@thechr.com.
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My husband and I met with Dr. Gleicher for consultation, and we 
couldn’t be happier with his professionalism and how thorough he 
was in assessing our situation. I like his approach of “not all size fits 
all”, he seems to treat each patient as an individual not a statistic.

- A Patient

““

““
Dr. Gleicher is incredibly knowledgeable 
and I was very impressed. He was so gentle 
and really cares.

- A Patient
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Reconsidering the Polycystic Ovary Syndrome (PCOS).
Gleicher N, Darmon S, Patrizio P, Barad DH.Biomedicines. 2022 Jun 25;10(7):1505. doi: 10.3390/biomedi-
cines10071505.PMID: 35884809 Free PMC article.
 
This paper was also noted in the article in recognition of PCOS month in this issue of the VOICE on page 11. The pa-
per does two things: First, it in detail summarizes why CHR’s investigators believe that the current division of PCOS 
into four phenotypes has outlived its usefulness; and, second, the manuscript presents a case-controlled study that 
confirms that the previously reported treatment resistance of the D-phenotype of PCOS to IVF after age 35 (now giv-
en the acronym HH-PCOS) , likely, is the consequence of hypo-androgenism and can be reversed through androgen 
supplementation for at least 6-8 weeks prior to IVF cycle start.

We strongly recommend this paper to everybody interested in PCOS because it also revisits the fact that this pheno-
type of PCOS, especially after age 35, is severely underdiagnosed and undertreated.

In science truth ultimately wins, and PGT-A is no exception.
Barad DH, Albertini DF, Gleicher N.Hum Reprod. 2022 Jul 7:deac151. doi: 10.1093/humrep/deac151. Online ahead 
of print.PMID: 35796679 
 

This paper is actually a letter-to-the editor, or more precisely, a response to two letters-to-the-editor of Human 
Reproduction in response to CHR’s relatively recent paper in that journal that reported the IVF outcomes of 50 con-

secutive IVF cycles with so-called chromosomal “abnormal” embryos moved from other centers all over the world to 
the CHR because those centers refused their transfers.1 Both letters came from strong proponents of PGT-A, Italian 
(Capalbo et al.) and Middle Eastern (Ata et al.) colleagues, who obviously were not very happy with a study that 
demonstrated not only once more the futility of PGT-A but, in addition, presented irrefutable evidence of the 

damage to IVF patients who are refused transfer of selected chromosomal “abnormal” embryos. 

Had those letter been polite and collegial, they, as fair opinions, would, likely, not even have received a response. 
Bothe letters, and especially the one from the Italian colleagues, was, however, anything but polite and collegial and 
CHR’s investigators, therefore, decided to submit to the journal a much more polite but very detailed rebuttal (for all 
practical purposes an almost full-length paper) that far exceeded the usual allowance for responses by the journal. 
The editors of Human Reproduction, however, apparently agreed with the response because it was accepted for 
publication almost verbatim and uncut. 

We strongly encourage those interested in the subject of PGT-A (and who these days is not?) to read both of the 
letters and the following CHR’s response because this exchange very well demonstrates how both sides of the 
ongoing debate currently think and where they stand in their respective opinions about the clinical utility of 
PGT-A. You the be the judge! 

REFERENCE
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AND A BOOK CHAPTER
Optimal IVF protocols for Women over 40 and Low Functional Ovarian Reserve
Barad DH, Gleicher N. In Optimizing the management of fertility in Women over 40. Nikolao DS and Seifer DB 
eds.; Cambridge University Press 2022. University Printing House , Cambridge, UK, pp 81-97

This book chapter is a truly “how-to-do-it” guide as to how the CHR currently treats older women. It is probably no 
exaggeration when stating that the CHR currently is, likely, he most experienced fertility center in the world 
when it comes to treating older infertile women. There are several reasons for this: (i) Drs. Gleicher and Barad over 
15 years ago concluded that the aging ovary represented the cutting edge of infertility care and would only grow 
in importance, as the patient population in infertility centers was quickly aging. (ii) The CHR, therefore decid-
ed to reemphasize its research efforts and clinical practice toward the aging ovary. (iii) As CHR’s research started 
revealing new translational treatment options, the center’s management of older women diverted increasingly 
from standard clinical practice. (iv) As outcomes improved and the word got out, The CHR became a worldwide 
fertility center of “last resort.” (v) The concentration of more and increasingly more severe cases (i.e., poorer and 
poorer prognosis patients who were refused treatment with autologous oocytes elsewhere) accelerated these devel-
opments resulting in, (vi) the CHR’s treatment of older women today being radically different from practically all 
other IVF centers.

Though all changes in CHR’s treatments over the years have been instantly published and are by CHR’s scientists 
presented at medical conferences all over the world, this is the first all-encompassing presentation of  how the CHR 
currently approaches older ovaries.

Preliminary report of intraovarian injections of autologous platelet-rich plasma (PRP) in extremely poor progno-
sis patients with only oocyte donation as alternative: a prospective cohort study.
Barad DH, Albertini DF, Molinari E, Gleicher N.Hum Reprod Open. 2022 Jun 28;2022(3):hoac027. doi: 10.1093/hro-
pen/hoac027. eCollection 2022.PMID: 35795849 Free PMC article.

In an issue of Human Reproduction Open, the CHR’s investigators also recently published the first paper of what 
can be expected to become a series of papers on the injection of platelet-rich plasma (PRP) into ovaries of infertile 
women. PRP is widely used these days in many fields of medicine, from orthopedics and sports medicine to plastic 
surgery and hair restoration and, of course, infertility treatments. Allegedly successful intra-ovarian injections of PRP 
in infertility practice were first reported by Greek investigators in women with primary ovarian insufficiency (POI). 
The problem with that small study was, however, that most women really did not suffer from POI but from what is 
widely considered premature ovarian aging (POA), and POA patients usually get pregnant also without PRP. But 
when this study, nevertheless, induced a worldwide boom of PRP injections into ovaries, the CHR decided to investi-
gate PRP more correctly.

Investigators at the CHR, under the leadership of David H. Barad, MD, MSc, Director of Clinical IVF, started consec-
utively three different registered PRP trial: PRP-1, like the original Greek study addressed only POI patients, defined 
as women in early menopause before age 40. We are pleased to report that, at the time of this writing, this study 
requires only one more patient to enroll to close enrollment and start the final analysis. A PRP-2 study was initiated 
when CHR’s patients over age 40 started to complain about not being given access to PRP treatments. They, how-
ever, still, had to have clear evidence of abnormally low functional ovarian reserve (FOR) in order to qualify for the 
study. Above cited recently published paper is a preliminary interim analysis of this PRP trial because it attracted 
the largest number of patients since it had the least restrictions to entry. The also still ongoing PRP-3 trial is a pro-
spectively randomized study that, blinded to patients and physicians, compares injection of PRP and another plasma 
fraction of the patient.

The preliminary data of here discussed paper were somewhat disappointing: Though a small number of preg-
nancies and deliveries was observed in PRP treated women, both events were rare and happened only up to age 42. 
Since most patients in this study were, however, above age 42, the overall number of successful patients following 
PRP in this study was very small. Because even in women with normal age specific FOR pregnancies and deliveries 
in women above age 42 are very rare, this did not surprise, and we are looking forward to final numbers with more 
patients in order to be able to better quantitate chances at different ages.

One thing is, however, already clear from this, likely first PRP study in the medical literature using rigid patient
selection criteria: At least in older women, PRP is not “ovarian rejuvenation,” as this treatment is frequently sold 
all over the world, as yet another “add-on”, to modern fertility therapy.

Continued from page 19
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This section addresses questions the CHR hears from the center’s patients and readers of the VOICE. We welcome the 
submission of questions and further comments to our answers. Please address all communication to melias@thechr.com.

What to do When Labs or IVF Centers Suddenly Close?

We live in uncertain economic times. One of the leading hospitals in Manhattan recently announced that the laboratory that provid-
ed most early pregnancy genetic testing to the hospital’s obstetrical services, Eurofin NTD Genetics, literally overnight closed those 
services on July 22, 2022 (no reason given).1 At the same time INVITAE, a genetic testing laboratory serving many IVF clinics in the 
U.S., announced that it, as of August 29, 2022, was leaving the preimplantation genetic testing (PGT) business, since “the company is 
discontinuing less frequently ordered tests.”2 

It appears we are witnessing the beginning of an economic shake out in the reproductive genetic testing industry and, here at the CHR, we 
definitely are not sorry about this development. CHR’s physicians (and colleagues from outside of CHR), only very recently decried some 
of the excesses the genetic testing industry has brought to reproductive medicine, especially in testing preimplantation-stage embryos 
for chromosomal abnormalities (PGT-A) and/or polygenic risk scores, but also in testing very early pregnancies for chromosomal 
abnormalities (NIPT).3 Considering increasing criticism of how these tests, which have mushroomed in recent years, are being promoted 
by the genetic testing industry to physicians as well as patients, we, indeed, hope and expect that demand will slow and, therefore, expect 
closure of additional laboratories in the field. The closure of genetic testing laboratories, therefore, is not of particular concern to us.
Much more concerning, however, was the recent sudden closure of a longstanding fertility practice on Manhattan’s Upper Eastside 
(New York fertility Institute), following, as reported in the media, an alleged embryo mix-up in their IVF program.4 

Since some of the former patients of this fertility center have since consulted at the CHR, we have become acutely aware of the many 
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resulting in withholding of coverage for medical services if 
those company guidelines do not support proposed treat-
ments, patients and physicians usually have no choice but to 
accept those guidelines if they want the medical service to be 
covered by the insurance carrier.

As a recent report in medical oncology well demonstrated,1 this, 
of course, goes on in all medical specialties. Regarding infertility 
services, the process, however, appears to have become especial-
ly intrusive into cost-wise really relatively unimportant routine 
practices, reaching in recent months truly absurd proportions, 
as here documented in two examples we recently experienced at 
the CHR: 

(i)  A CHR patient was denied approval of her IVF cycle because 
the by the CHR prescribed gonadotropin dosage was more 
than 225IU daily. This even though the patient was older and 
had failed prior IVF cycles elsewhere. A peer-to-peer appeal 
(when the treating physician is given the opportunity to speak to 
a by the insurance company employed physician and argue her/
his case) was unsuccessful and the patient had to decide whether 
she wanted to go through with her IVF cycle with lower dosage 
or pay for the whole IVF cycle out of pocket. She went through 
with the cycle under insurance coverage and had an unneces-
sarily poor response.

(ii)  Another CHR patient was recently denied ICSI because, 
at 3% semen morphology, the insurance company considered 
the semen still appropriate for natural fertilization. Under 
recently passed guidelines, the insurance company now approves 
ICSI only with 2% or less normal morphology. Though the 
importance of morphology for IVF cycle outcomes has in recent 

potential problems that arise under such unfortunate cir-
cumstances. It, of course, starts with patients who, during 
treatments find themselves “abandoned,” and on short notice 
must seek a new provider organization they trust. The next 
question then becomes, where are their cryopreserved gam-
etes, embryos, and tissues? But, likely, the most challenging 
question in this particular case often became whether 
their gametes and/or embryos are really theirs?

Two groups of patients presented following that center’s 
closure: Based on an evolving interconnected network of past 
patients from the center, a first group appeared extremely 
well informed and primarily concerned about the rumor that 
there was reason to believe that the discovered embryo 
mix-up involved more than only the two couples reported 
in the media.4 They, therefore, were struggling with the de-
cision whether to even use their still existing cryopreserved 
gametes and/or embryos, concerned that their own embryos 
may also have been involved in mix ups. If not simply giving 
up on their already existing embryos, most other affected 
individuals decided to use their embryos only if they were 
first tested to confirm that they really were the genetic 
parents. Somewhat surprisingly, we found a smaller, second 
group of patients, however, not even aware of why their IVF 
center had closed its doors so suddenly. These patients were 
usually shocked once they found out, while we were shocked 
that they, allegedly, had not been informed. 

It is this second group of patients that, primarily, made us 
address this rather uncomfortable issue in these pages since 
they would be well-advised to contact a reputable IVF center 
as soon as possible to help them in solving whatever out-
standing issues they still are facing..  
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Are Medical Insurance 
Companies Becoming too Intrusive in 
Determining Fertility Treatments?

Under the law only licensed practitioners are allowed to 
practice medicine. To be able to influence medical practice 
to their economic benefit without facing the risk of being 
accused of practicing medicine, the insurance industry 
developed an elaborate system of “medical advisors,” paid of 
course by the insurance companies. Those physicians then 
establish (obviously company-friendly) practice guidelines 
which, again by physicians paid by the insurance companies, 
then are implemented, and often contradict how practic-
ing physicians wish to treat their patients. Automatically 
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years become more controversial, there is still 
mostly consensus in the literature that morphology below 4% is 
abnormal and impedes fertilization chances and, therefore, IVF 
outcomes.2,3 The fertilization rate in that cycle was under 50%, 
when with ICSI, the CHR’s average fertilization rate is around 
80%. Again, a peer-to-peer appeal was unsuccessful.

Interestingly, both insurance physicians (both fertility spe-
cialists) in their respective peer-to-peer appeals commented 
that they in their own practice would likely treat patients as 
suggested by the CHR’s physicians; but “because of in-house 
guidelines, they had no choice but to follow those in their deci-
sion.” Above noted oncology case reported a similar comment 
from the deciding physician.1

So, did the insurance companies in those cases practice 
medicine? We certainly believe so! The degree of interven-
tion into routine infertility care is now, indeed, starting to 
reach absurd levels. If things continue this way, it appears only 
a matter of time until a class action lawsuit will  attempt to 
clarify the limits of how deeply insurance companies through 
their in-house guidelines can intervene into the doctor-pa-
tient relationship. And for those interested in the problems of 
medical practice guidelines in general, we also recommend the 
article on page 15 of this issue of the VOICE. 
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How to Interpret PGT-A Results?

Many infertility patients undergoing PGT-A to this day were 
never advised by IVF centers and/or PGTA-laboratories that se-
lected, supposedly as chromosomal “abnormal” reported embry-
os, can be safely transferred and offer surprisingly good preg-
nancy and live birth chances.1,2 Through general and social media, 
they, however, now increasingly become aware of these facts, and 
the CHR, therefore, almost daily receives inquiries from all around 
the world regarding the interpretation of so-called “abnormal” 
PGT-A results. 

Already in 2014 convinced that PGT-A produced unacceptably 
high numbers of false-positive results, the CHR has been transfer-
ring selected “abnormal” embryos since then and was the first IVF 
center in the world to report in 2015 healthy pregnancies following 
such transfers.3 Thousands of healthy newborns following such 
transfers around the world by now are witnesses how correct the 
CHR was in its judgment already in 2014, even though to this 
day most IVF centers refuse to perform such transfers.

This is, however, not the only reason for the increasing confusion 
around PGT-A reporting: Another major reason is that the genetic 
testing industry cannot agree on one standard of reporting. This 
leads to a multitude of problems; For example, even though most 
PGT-A laboratories in 2016 added a “mosaic” range to reporting 
(in addition to “normal” and “aneuploid”), some PGT-A laborato-
ries started offering IVF centers a return to only binary reporting 
because IVF centers, simply, could not comprehend what “mosaic” 
meant. The same embryo, therefore, in one PGT-A laboratory 
may now be reported as “mosaic” and in another as either “nor-
mal” or aneuploid.

All PGT-A laboratories base their reported diagnoses on copy 
numbers of aneuploid DNA found in a trophectoderm biopsy 
(representing the percentage of “aneuploid” DNA in a complete 
DNA sample tested). But even here reigns confusion because the 
original definition of “mosaicism” was 20-80% aneuploid DNA; 
nowadays almost every PGT-A laboratory has different ranges, 
again resulting in embryos potentially receiving differing diagnoses 
in different laboratories on even the same specimens.

All of this is well documented in a recent e-mailing by the PGT-A 
laboratory, Igenomix®, which paradoxically uses the slogan “with 
science on your side” to accompany its logo. Under the subject 
heading, “Reproductive Potential of Low Mosaics – More Embryos 
to Transfer!”, the company announced, “significant changes in its 
reports and the way they counsel patients,” by “adding three key 
points:” (i) “Low mosaic embryos (defined as 20-40% aneuploid 
DNA) have significant reproductive potential.” (ii) “A low mosaic 
result is ‘most likely to be concordant with an euploid inner cell 
mass.” (iii) “The risk of mosaicism to persist throughout pregnan-
cy or until birth is reported to be low.” The company concludes 
by stating, “based on the available data, Igenomix recommends 
most low mosaic embryos for transfer with good counseling. We 
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encourage all clinics to utilize mosaic reporting as a full trans-
parency option.”

But in the next paragraph the mailing states: “ For clinics 
WITHOUT MOSAIC REPORTING, we will begin a transition 
from a copy number variation threshold of 30% to a threshold 
of 50% between euploid and aneuploid calling. Embryos with a 
copy number variation between 0% and 50% (including those 
considered in the low mosaic range) will be reported as euploid. 
Embryos with a copy number variation between 50% and 100% 
(including those considered in the high mosaic range) will be re-
ported as aneuploid, with the exception of the viable aneuploidies 
involving chromosomes 13, 18, and 21, which will continue to be 
reported as aneuploid above a 30% threshold.”

After reading this word-salad, who then can be surprised that 
confusion reigns in PGT-A reporting and neither IVF pro-
viders nor their patients have much trust left in what PGT-A 
reports pretend to convey. What renders this mailing, however, 
even more absurd is that, as we have discussed repeatedly in 
these pages and in the literature,2-4 the definition of percentages 
of aneuploid DNA in a single trophectoderm biopsy makes 
neither physiological nor mathematical sense in its ability to 
reflect the ploidy status of the complete embryo. Laboratories 
that continue doing this, therefore, are building “a castle on 
sand.”4 

What has been going on in the genetic testing industry in 
reproductive medicine is really deplorable, and the number of 
good quality embryos with excellent pregnancy and live birth 
potential that over decades have gone unused or even have 

been disposed of, is tragic. What, however, is most disturbing 
is the complete absence of any recognition and/or acknowl-
edgment in the genetic testing industry of how much damage 
and suffering PGT-A has brought upon many infertile couples. 
Once again, the Igenomix mailing is a good representation of the 
genetic testing industry as a whole: where was the mea culpa for 
so many years, without any evidence, having recommended non-
use and/or disposal of all those embryos that their investigators 
now, suddenly, discovered to be transferrable with normal preg-
nancy and live birth potential?5 Sadly, by still not recommending 
transfer of all “mosaic” embryos. perfectly good embryos are 
still withheld from transfers and/or discarded.
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Is artificial intelligence (AI) really revolu-
tionizing infertility treatments?

Once again, the fertility field is offered a new technology that 
theoretically sounds very promising but, once again, no convinc-
ing evidence of clinical utility is offered. This time it is artificial 
intelligence (AI)1-3 that is welcomed into the ever-enlarging 
pool of “add-ons” to IVF. It, of course, is one thing to spin a 
“hypothetical” yarn in speculating what AI may in the future do 
to benefit the fertility field; it, however, is a completely different 
story when AI is claimed to improve IVF outcomes already 
now, - and with no demonstrable evidence. 
But that is exactly what is already happening!  And who can 
be surprised, that it, of course, is happening in the genetic 
testing industry, - more specifically in advertising the chromo-
somal testing of embryos (PGT-A).4 Likely the largest provider 
of PGT-A services in the U.S., CooperSurgical®Fertility, just 
launched what the company calls their PGTaiSM 2.0 Technology 
Platform for Embryo Selection. On a new website the company 
claims that “by using artificial intelligence, big data and ma-
chine learning, the PGTai platform provides advanced accuracy 
in PGT-A analysis, resulting in a greater number of positive 
outcomes for both patients and clinicians.” Under the heading 
“Emerging Evidence,” the website furthermore notes that “a ret-
rospective study, conducted by NYU Fertility Center, observed a 
statistically significant increase in ongoing pregnancy and live 
birth rates (OP/LBR) that may be linked to improvements in 
several IVF outcomes. With this observed relative 13% increase 
in OP/LBR, one additional embryo transfer out of every 12 
achieved this most important milestone when utilizing PGTai 
2.0 over prior NGS technologies.”
Since the NYU study is not published yet, it is, of course, impos-
sible to comment on the details of these claims; At the same time, 
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it, however, is rather remarkable that a company would use 
data for marketing purposes before they have even been peer 
reviewed and published. Imagine if a drug company did that!
In addition, the website refers to the alleged NYU study without 
even revealing to the public the most basic, and most essential, 
information to judge the validity of a study, like for example how 
many patients were studied. This appears important because 
where the advertisement offers allegedly significant P-values, 
they were only at the P<0.05 level, the lowest level of statistical 
significance, which in small studies may mean that one or two 
patients can make the difference between significant and 
non-significant findings. 
Even more importantly, the website does not disclose how pa-
tients were chosen for inclusion into the study. Since the study 
was performed at NYU, we, however, know how our colleagues 
at that institution usually report results in their PGT-A stud-
ies: Assuming they did it the same way this time, they selected 
relatively good-prognosis patients by excluding patients who 
have no blastocyst-stage embryos after extended embryo culture 
and they reported IVF outcomes only for those patients who 
had at least one embryo for PGT-A. Moreover, pregnancy and 
live birth chances were also only reported for those patients who 
reached embryo transfer (i.e., had at least one allegedly chro-
mosomal “normal” embryo for transfer). All other patients are 
simply excluded from consideration.
Such patient selection and outcome reporting biases are 
the reasons why the NYU team for years  reported outcome 
benefits for PGT-A, which in statistically properly performed 
PGT-A studies could never be duplicated.4,5 But let’s wait and 
see and reach final judgment about this study only once 
a paper is accepted in a peer reviewed journal and published. 
Should that, however, not happen at all, that fact alone, of course, 
would speak for itself.
Which brings us to the final reason why the claims on this 
corporate website make little sense, and that is because they, 
simply, physiologically make no sense: PGT-A, whether with or 
without AI, really cannot improve cumulative IVF outcomes. 
That is the case since the best cumulative pregnancy and live 
birth chance of any embryo cohort produced in an IVF cycle 
is predetermined the moment eggs are retrieved and embryos 
are created. The most that can be achieved through any 
method of embryos selection after that point is a shortening of 
time to pregnancy by transferring an embryo a few weeks ear-
lier or later; and, even that, will at best happen only to marginal 
degrees and in only good prognosis patients.5,6 Improvements in 
cumulative pregnancy and live birth chances through embryo 
selection, therefore, are impossible after an embryo cohort has 
been established in an IVF cycle! 
Cumulative pregnancy and live birth chances, however, can be 
at risk for declines if, for example, good embryos are not used or 
mistakenly discarded. And since  PGTaiSM 2.0 does not improve 
the high false-positive rate of its own (and other labs’) PGT-A 1.0 
(without AI), this new format of PGT-A, like the company’s prior 

version, in many patients will continue to, actually, reduce preg-
nancy and live birth chances.
All of the criticism we are voicing here, of course, is not meant to 
deny that AI will not have significant impact on medical research 
and medical practice in many if not most fields of medicine. As 
recently pointed out by several experts in the journal Cell, AI can 
be expected to become a very valuable tool, especially when com-
plex and very large data sets need to be analyzed.7 It, however, also 
should be abundantly clear that AI may discover findings our eyes 
may not notice and/or our brains may not comprehend; but even 
AI will not find differences where significant differences simply 
do not exist, like in cumulative pregnancy chances of embryo 
cohorts in IVF cycles.
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RECENT LITERATURE, 
relevant to 
REPRODUCTIVE 
MEDICINE
Compensating for the two 
months of summer break, we in 
this issue of the VOICE have an 
abundance of interesting arti-
cle that appeared in the litera-
ture since the June issue of the 
VOICE. This section, therefore, 
will be longer than usual and we 
hope you enjoy it.

Pregnancy
THE IMMUNE SYSTEM IN PREGNANCY
Investigators at Stanford University have for some time had access 
to a multivariate machine -learning method that allows characteri-
zation complex dynamic changes in immune systems over extended 
time periods. They recently published a study of the peripheral 
immune signature of labor induction.1 Utilizing high-dimensional 
mass cytometry, they were able to extract 1,059 single-cell immune 
feature from each patient samples. They found STAT5 signaling 
in central memory CD8+ T cells and pro-inflammatory STAT3 
signaling responses in multiple adaptive and innate immune cell 
subsets to be the most relevant findings. The final model accu-
rately predicted time from induction of labor and allowed for the 
recognition of distinct immune markers that differentiated between 
complicated versus uncomplicated induction. Immune responses 
were dampened after labor induction, while pro-inflammatory sig-
naling responses kicked in with progress into active labor. Though 
as of this point having no practical applications, the study supports 
increasing evidence that the immune system is involved in in 
labor. It appears increasingly likely that the end of immunological 

tolerance toward the fetal semi-allograft activates signaling 
pathways that initiate and process labor.

In a pretty exhaustive review of the immunobiology of 
preterm labor, a large group of authors under the leadership 
of Roberto Romero, MD (with too many titles and addresses 
to acknowledge) offer comprehensive insights into the quint-
essential perinatal problem of preterm labor.2 While infectious 
and inflammatory induction of preterm labor has been repeat-
edly covered before in reviews (and is here included as well), 
what makes this review in Reproduction worthwhile reading is 
the additional coverage of more recently discovered immune 
system-mediated causes. Specifically, the authors, for example, 
present, among other interesting subjects, how impairment of 
maternal Treg cells can lead loss of their immunosuppressive 
activities (i.e., termination of immunological tolerance) and 
activation of effector T cell responses.
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ABOUT DIETS IN PREGNANCY
inf lammation
Increasing evidence suggests that, at least for some women, what 
they eat during pregnancy matters. A recent study from Johns 
Hopkins Heart and Valvular Institute recently reported in the 
Journal of the American Heart Association that a Mediterranean 
diet lowers the risk of preeclampsia by 22%, with especially 
Black women benefitting.1 As this appears to be a well-designed 
study, the message here appears loud and clear and surprisingly 
obvious: An anti-inflammatory Mediterranean diet to significant 
degrees reduces preeclampsia risk and may especially in high risk 
patients be recommended as an addition to a daily baby-aspirin. 
Once again, this study, moreover, demonstrates why inflamma-
tion is not a good thing in pregnancy.

In that context also worthwhile mentioning is a recent review 
article in The New England Journal of Medicine on “the most 
common health problem in women of reproductive age,” - obesity 
in pregnancy.2  To stay with the theme of inflammation, the arti-
cle reminds us that the adipose tissues in obesity secret a variety 
of cytokines and obesity, therefore, besides predisposing to 
insulin resistance, is also associated with permanent low-grade 
inflammation. And, as also already noted above, inflammation is 
not something we like in pregnancy because hyperactive im-
mune systems are uniformly associated with several pregnancy 
complications, including subfertility, an increased miscarriage 
risk, preeclampsia, and others. This is a well-written comprehen-
sive review, worthwhile reading for obstetricians, perinatologists, 
and infertility specialists.

Coffee
And who is not interested in finally finding out whether coffee 
in pregnancy is good, indifferent, or bad? Though convinced 
that this will not remain the last word for long, a group of investi-
gators from Europe and Australia 
performed a Mendelian 
randomization study of maternal 
coffee consumption in an 
attempt to determine its impact 
on pregnancy.3 

So, what do you think the 
study outcome was? In 
two independent 
analyses there were no ef-
fects of coffee consump-
tion on risk for sporadic 
miscarriages, stillbirths 
, preterm birth, or any 
other effects on gesta-
tional age, like birth-
weight. Hallelujah, - the 
excellent coffee machine in 
the CHR’s waiting room 
can stay! 

Vitamin D
Almost as controversial as the effects of coffee are on pregnancy, 
is the relevance of abnormally low vitamin D levels. Now UK 
investigators pre-published the electronic version of an interesting 
study in which they performed a systemic review and meta-anal-
ysis, in an attempt to determine the effects of low vitamin-D 
levels on miscarriage risks. Including 10 studies, 4 randomized 
and 6 observational studies involving 7,663 women, they report 
surprisingly significant findings, in that women who were low on 
the vitamin (<50nmol/L) had an almost two-fold increased risk 
of miscarriages in comparison to women with levels > 75nmol/L, 
- a highly significant finding [OR, 1.94l 95%; CI, 1.25 to 3.02]. 
Though the included studies were of rather poor quality and 
very heterogenous in designs, the authors, rightly, argued that 
supplementation with vitamin-D is inexpensive and lacks side 
effects, suggesting that supplementation is indicated to poten-
tially prevent this previously undiagnosed early pregnancy 
complication.
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Biologics during pregnancy
“Biologics” are by the WHO described, as ”those classes of 
medicine which are grown and the purified from large- scale cell 
cultures of bacteria, yeast, plant, or animal cells, distinguished 
from other medicines being generally proteins purified from liv-
ing culture systems or blood, whereas other medicines are ‘small 
molecules,’ either made synthetically or purified from plants.1 
Included in this umbrella term are, vaccines, growth factors, 
immune modulators, monoclonal antibodies, etc., and they over 
the last decade, especially in autoimmune diseases, inflammatory 
conditions, cancer treatments and organ transplantation have 
achieved considerable utilization throughout medicine.

Like all new medications, biologics for the longest time have been 
largely avoided in pregnant patients. Widely used in many clas-
sical autoimmune diseases with considerable prevalence during 
reproductive years, increasing outcome data of use in pregnancy 
has by now appeared in the literature, somewhat surprisingly 
so-far suggesting their safety in pregnancy for mother as well 
as child.  The FDA, indeed, has categorized some as category B 
drugs (no evidence so-far for risk in offspring), including inflix-
imab (Remicade), used in Crohn’s disease, adalimumab (Humira), 
used for psoriasis, uveitis, Crohn’s disease, and others, and goli-
mumab (Simponi), used for rheumatoid and psoriatic arthritis, 
ankylosing spondylitis, and ulcerative colitis. For details readers 
are referred to a recent review  of biologicals in pregnancy and 
during breastfeeding.3

A recent preprint now adds Ustekinuman (Consentix), used 
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in psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis, and Vedolizumab (Stelara) to 
presumably safe biologics in pregnancy.4 

Most biologics, thus, appear usable in pregnancy, an observation 
not only important for women with autoimmune diseases but, in 
principle, potentially also applicable to other immune system-driven 
conditions, like immunologic implantation failure and pregnancy 
loss and, maybe preeclampsia. Several anecdotal reports about uti-
lization of especially Humira have been circulating but no convinc-
ing studies have so-far appeared. The time, however, increasingly 
appears right for studies of biologics in preventing immune-driven 
pathologies of pregnancies.

That these drugs have absolutely no impact on offspring (an a-pri-
ori illogical assumption) was recently clearly refuted in another 
recently published preprint from the Netherlands in the Annals of 
the Rheumatic Diseases, when the investigators in women with 
rheumatoid arthritis, treated with tumor necrosis factor inhib-
itors (TNFis), like Humira, Cimzia, Enbrel, and Simponi, found 
increased birth weights and significantly reduced numbers of 
small-for-gestational age newborns, a finding suggesting a distinct 
impact of TNFis on offspring, even if in this case, it appeared to be a 
positive effect.5 

Within this context one, however, also wonders about other un-
expected causes of fetal weight gain, like for example transfers of 
frozen in comparison to fresh embryos during IVF,6,7 and whether 
that observation does not also suggest biological effects that may 
involve TNFis or other natural biologics, an idea we will continue to 
pursue in the following section on “clinical infertility”.
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Clinical infertility
The risks of frozen embryo transfers
Frozen-thawed embryo transfers have been an integral part of IVF 
almost since its inception. The concept of  “embryo banking,” 
however greatly expanded the utilization of frozen-thawed embryos, 
with some colleagues even advocating routine cryopreservation of 
embryos in every IVF cycle.1 How ridiculous this proposal was has 
by now been pointed out not only on statistical grounds by many,2 
including CHR investigators,3 but also because of concerns about 
potential adverse effects on offspring observed following frozen 
embryo transfers that were not seen after fresh embryo transfers.4 
Now European investigators expanded those concerns also to the 
mothers by claiming that frozen embryos also increase the mater-
nal risk of developing hypertensive diseases during pregnancy.5 

In a study first reported in July at the Annual ESHRE meeting in 
Milan, Italy, and announced to appear soon in the medical journal 
Hypertension, Scandinavian investigators analyzed over 4.5 mil-
lion pregnancies and reported that women who conceived follow-
ing a frozen embryo transfer had a 74% increased risk of devel-
oping a hypertensive condition of pregnancy than women after 
natural conception (7.4% vs 4.3%, OR, 1.74; 95% CI, P<0.001). In 
contrast, fresh IVF cycles did not increase the hypertension risk in 
mothers in comparison to spontaneous conceptions.

This, of course, raises the question why would frozen-thawed em-
bryo transfers, but not fresh transfers, induce maternal hyperten-
sion? This question clearly requires exploration, but it is tempting 
to speculate that one factor may be that the maternal immune 
system responds differently to frozen-thawed and fresh 
embryos. That mouse and human embryos are epigeneti-
cally changed by freezing has been just recently reported.6 

Remarkably, those changes were observed in the extraembryonic 
compartment, - the placenta which, because of its significant 
aneuploidy load during all of pregnancy until delivery,7 increas-
ingly is suspected of playing a major role in the induction and 
maintenance of normal tolerance of pregnancy by the maternal 
immune system. And that, of course, since the immune system 
works through “natural” biologics, brings us back to the ending 
of the preceding section of papers from the literature where we 
addressed the effects of biologics (i.e., immunologically active 
substances) on pregnancy. 
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Add-ons to embryo growth media?
Biologics
As we are talking so broadly about biologics in reproductive medi-
cine, how about adding biologics to the media in which we grow 
embryos? A recent study from Japan reported exactly on such a 
study after adding granulocyte-macrophage colony stimulating 
factor (GM-CSF), often marketed for clinical use under the name 
Nupogen, to culture media of frozen-thawed embryos.1 In this 
study of 430 women and 566 cycles, the investigators cultured 
frozen-thawed blastocysts for 3-5 hours in GM-CSF-containing 
medium or in un-supplemented control-medium. Clinical preg-
nancies (1.54, 95% CI, 1.05 to 2.27) and live births (1.6, 95% CI, 
1.14 to 2.45) were significantly higher in embryos from supple-
mented culture media, while miscarriage rates did not differ.

Again, several obvious questions arise as a consequence of these 
results: (i) Why would a brief culture of 3-5 hours excerpt such 
beneficial effects of frozen-thawed embryos? (ii) Does this also 
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apply to fresh embryo cultures? (iii) Are there differences in effects 
in cleavage- and blastocyst-stage embryos? (iv) what other biologics 
added to growth medium may have beneficial impacts on implanta-
tion rates of embryos?

This is, of course, not the first use of the cytokine G-CSF or GF-CSF 
in fertility practice. In medicine primarily used in association with 
chemotherapy to speed up bone marrow proliferation, CHR inves-
tigators several years ago also demonstrated that uterine perfusion 
of abnormally thin endometrium with G-CSF within ca. 48 hours 
leads to significant proliferation and, therefore, thickening of the 
endometrium.2 The CHR, therefore, has been treating chronically 
thin endometrium with such uterine perfusions for years.

For repeated pregnancy loss, subcutaneous G-CSF has been in use 
for even longer. Several years ago, investigators even obtained a 
patent for this purpose. They furthermore established a new com-
pany around this patent and raised from allegedly Chinese investors 
funds for a prospectively randomized trial. Likely because the study 
allegedly did not confirm positive effects on miscarriage rates or out-
come management of threatened miscarriages, the study never was 
published, and the company folded. G-CSF is, however, somewhat 
paradoxically still being used for this purpose.  

Antioxidants
Supplementing infertility patients with antioxidants has become 
common practice in IVF. But how about adding antioxidants to 
embryo media? In a recent paper in RBM Online, Chinese investi-
gators make the claim that adding 4,4’dimethoxychalcone (DMC), a 
natural antioxidant, improves quality and developmental poten-
tial of postovulatory aged oocytes by protecting oocytes form the 
so-called postovulatory aging process by activating autophagy. 
This is a potentially interesting finding that warrants further investi-
gations and confirmation.3
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Fertility & Sterility is discovering repro-
ductive immunology
One of the main reasons why reproductive immunology fell 
into disrepute among many reproductive endocrinologists and 
infertility specialists and, to a degree, the public, were the test-
ing excesses in the 1970s and 1980s, propagated by a very small 
group of so-called reproductive immunology expert who, 
coincidentally, often also were the owners of the laboratories 
that performed those tests. Like genetics today, immunology 
was then the “hot” area in medicine, widely presumed to offer 
most, if not all, the solutions medicine was searching for. And 
“experts” in the field were not only believed but admired for 
their special knowledge. 

If all of this sounds familiar, - it is! With now reproductive 
geneticists having assumed the mantel of omnipotence and 
special expertise, the dynamics that evolved over the last 20 
years in genetic testing and related areas (receptivity testing, 
etc.) are, indeed, almost exactly the same: Constantly chang-
ing claims based on unvalidated laboratory-developed tests 
(which, therefore, do not require FDA approvals) and lousy 
(there really is no better term in this context) study designs 
and deceptive interpretations of results mislead the field into 
ever more testing, until, as of a certain moment, the field had 
enough and revolted, which is what happened to reproductive 
immunology in the mid- to late-1990s.1 

Only one diagnostic reproductive immunology laboratory with 
significant academic visibility remained standing, and to this 
day offers a “comprehensive potpourri” of  so-called “immu-
nological tests for subfertility in the clinical environment,” 
to quote the title of a recent review paper from that laboratory 
in Fertility & Sterility,2 that, indeed, did exactly that; It offered 
a list of tests, quoting what they are claimed to do, but failing 
to inform the reader what they really do (or more accurate-
ly what they really do not do). Though maybe a potentially 
decent marketing tool, one wonder how many quoted papers 
were really pulled and read beyond a summary or abstract 
because the number of truly poor studies quoted is really 
mind-blowing. 

Basically addressing almost the same subject, a group of in-
vestigators from the UK was somewhat more critically precise 
in an accompanying article (F&S in this issue offered a small 
series of papers on the subject of reproductive immunolo-
gy) in addressing, as one must acknowledge, a difficult and 
widely divergent subject.3 But to basically only conclude with 
the usual cliché-ending that, “there is a need for further large 
randomized controlled trials to corroborate existing findings,” 
is just one more typical cope-out from seriously confronting 
the reality that in reproductive medicine there will never be a 
properly powered prospectively randomized clinical trials on 
any of the subjects discussed in both papers because there are 
no funding sources for such trials for this medical specialty 
from either government or pharmaceutical industry. 
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Likely the most transparent and useful manuscript in this series of 
reproductive immunology papers, and concentrating on immune 
determinants of endometrial receptivity, was one from Australian 
investigators.4 These authors are to be congratulated for recognizing 
that, “currently still existing knowledge gaps must be resolved before 
the promise of therapies to target the uterine immune response can 
be realize.” In more simple language, don’t test, don’t promise, and 
don’t treat until you know what you are doing, a conclusion that 
not only applies to reproductive immunology.
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Uterine transplants in the U.S. over 5 years
A recent article in  JAMA Surgery summarized the first 5 years of 
uterine transplantations in the U.S. Published by what calls itself 
the United States Uterus Transplant Consortium, we found the 
article somewhere between immodest and strange:1 Describing a 
whopping 33 uterine transplants in the whole country over 5 years 
they described US centers to have experienced “high rates of techni-
cal success” because 23/31 (74%) of  grafts survived for 1 year. In 
comparison, a recent review and meta-analysis reported that 1 year 
survival of renal grafts runs at 92.48%. And renal transplants safe 
people from dying; and what do uterine transplants do?

Only 19 of 23 graft survivors achieved at least 1 live birth (82.6%) but 
that means that only 19/33 (57.6%) women who 
underwent a uterine transplant ended 
up with a viable child. One wonders 
what the percentage would have 
been had those 33 women used 
a gestational carrier instead? 
Gestational carrier pregnancy 
rates exceed those of IVF cycles in 
non-gestational 
carrier pregnancies.3

The authors of this multicenter 
lilliput study, moreover, inter-
preted their almost para-
doxical results to mean that 
“uterus transplant may be a 
viable method for women 
with uterine-factor infertili-
ty to have children.” 

We don’t think so! 

As previously noted in this 

newsletter, we admire our Swedish colleagues who painstakingly 
developed the techniques to perform uterine transplants, first in 
animal models and later in humans; but we consider this surgery 
to a self-aggrandizing that makes no sense for patients and, for 
economic reasons, for society. Public opinion appears to be on 
our side, best demonstrated by the ridiculously small numbers of 
surgeries reported in all of the U.S. over 5 years.
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For those who test IGF-1 levels
Even if they use human growth hormone (GH) in IVF cycles, 
most fertility clinics don’t test for IGF-1 levels (insulin-like 
growth factor-1), which is surprising, considering that GH works 
on the ovary via IGF-1, which synergistically with FSH and andro-
gens promotes follicle growth and maturation. The CHR routinely 
tests IGF-1 levels in women with low functional ovarian reserve 
because CHR’s physicians supplement patients with HG only if 
they demonstrate low IGF-1 levels, at the center define as levels 
below 125 ng/mL (a cut-ff derived from in-house studies1).

Now European investigators published a paper delineating differ-
ences in distribution of IGF-1 levels between European and U.S. 
populations.2 As the paper demonstrates, differenced between both 
sides of the Atlantic are only minor. More importantly, howev-
er, the low end of the normal range around age 40 in women is, 
however, approximately 100ng/ml. The CHR’s cut off for treatment 
below 125 ng/mL, therefore, appears appropriate.
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Long-term sequalae of female infertility
That infertility diagnoses can have longer-term repercussions 

has, of course, bee know for some time, with the metabolic 
syndrome in PCOS patients, likely, being the quintessential 
example.1 Now come two papers that add new information. 

In a first Scandinavian investigators demonstrate that 
PCOS patients are burdened with multimorbidity and 
medication use, independent of BMI at late fertility 
age.2 Specifically, they report increases in overall 
risks by 35% (RR=1.35), medication use by 27% 
(RR=1,37), with risks remaining after adjustments 
for BMI. In addition, women with PCOS had an 
increased (non-significant) prevalence for migraine, 
hypertension, tendinitis, osteoarthritis, fractures, 
endometriosis, autoimmune diseases, and upper 
respiratory tract infections.
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As unfortunately only too often is the case in PCOS studies, the 
investigators did not differentiate between phenotypes of the 
syndrome. We have repeatedly pointed out in these pages (in-
cluding in this issue see “PCOS Awareness Month” on page 11) 
that by combining all four currently used phenotypes (A, B, C, 
and D, individual phenotype characteristics of phenotypes (es-
pecially of the D-phenotype) are often “mutually “washed out.” 
This s not the place to discuss these important points in more 
detail; but interested readers are referred for further detail and 
references to above-noted article on PCOS in this issue. What 
will, however, become obvious is that the new division of PCOS 
into only two phenotypes, as suggested, in the article in this 
newsletter perfectly fits with the clinical characteristics described 
in the Scandinavian paper.

A second paper by Australian, Asian, U.S, and European inves-
tigators in the British Medical Journal (BMJ) involving 618 851 
women, at ages 32.0-73.0, produced somewhat surprising data, 
demonstrating a significantly increased risk for stroke with a 
history of female infertility and recurrent pregnancy loss. The 
study concluded that a history of recurrent miscarriages, death 
and/or loss of baby before or during delivery/birth could be con-
sidered a female-specific risk factor for stroke, with differences 
in risk according to stroke subtypes.

Though we are never convinced how reliable these kind of as-
sociation studies are, we feel that the in this paper noted asso-
ciations certainly deserve follow-up conversation and research. 
There are several possible explanations that could link infertility 
and especially recurrent pregnancy loss to stroke risk and, if the 
association really exists, it would be important to understand 
why that is.
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Too many doctors still believe that pa-
tients are stupid
We have repeatedly written in this newsletter and in the 
medical literature in opposition to the argument that all  twin 
pregnancies should be considered “adverse IVF outcomes.”1 
Having started in Scandinavia, this believe quickly gathered ad-
herents in the U.S., including some who embraced it with almost 
religious fervor, equating elective single embryo transfer (eSE) 
with “quality of care in reproductive medicine.”2 

Now some colleagues from Chicago, however, reached an even 
more radical extreme, when writing the following: “A large num-
ber of patients undergoing fertility treatment desire multifetal 
gestation (an, indeed, well-documented fact in the literature).” 
They then, however, go on: “although a lack of understanding 
of the risks associated with higher order pregnancies con-
tributes to this desire, additional individual specific variables 
also contribute to this trend. Efforts to reduce the incidence of 

multiples should focus not only on patient education on comparative 
risks of multiples vs. singleton pregnancies but also account for indi-
vidual specific reservations.”3

In short, patients are stupid, and much better-informed doc-
tors must, therefore, “educate” them about the real facts of life, 
- meaning that nobody would really want twins, once “properly 
educated.”

But that is, of course, all not true!  Since this is not the place to 
revive once more the full eSET debate, for CHR’s detailed position on 
this subject we refer our readers to a recent publication1 which well 
explains CHR’s positions on the larger subjects of multiple pregnan-
cies following fertility treatments. Among those: (i) Data in the liter-
ature very clearly demonstrate that infertility patients by no means 
are “uninformed.” To the contrary, infertility patients are among 
the most well-educated consumers of medicine and they, indeed, 
as also noted by the authors of this paper, frequently are desirous of 
twin pregnancies, - and for good, rational reasons. Studies, indeed, 
also demonstrated that infertility patients are well informed about 
alleged risks and, nevertheless, are willing to accept those in well-
thought-out risk-benefit calculations. Because of significantly more 
serious potential risks, higher order pregnancies should, however, 
indeed be avoided. (ii) Studies in addition demonstrated that, again 
perfectly logically, the desire for twins relates to female age and 
length of fertility attempts. (iii) Many of the alleged risk of twin 
pregnancies which proponents of eSET constantly present in support 
of their position, are the result of incorrect statistical comparisons 
with singleton pregnancies. Once statistics are appropriately adjust-
ed, practically all “additional risks of clinical significance” attributed 
to twins in comparison to singleton pregnancies, disappear.1

In contrast to many colleagues and opinions of some of the profes-
sional organizations in the field, the CHR, therefore, does not be-
lieve that twins must be avoided at all costs. They should be avoided 
where medical contraindications to twin deliveries are present (older 
maternal age, medical contraindications, etc.) and, of course, where 
patients do not wish to have twins; but where there is a logical desire 
for twins and patients are well informed about pros and cons, the 
CHR will always respect a patient’s desires.
CHR’s Medical Director and Chief Scientist , Norbert Gleicher, MD, 
is in December scheduled to participate in a debate on the subject 
of eSET with Prof. Cornelis B Lambalk (Netherlands), the Editor-
in-Chief of Human Reproduction, at the annual COGI meeting (this 
year in Amsterdam), with Gleicher representing the opinion that 
eSET should always be a choice, and Prof. Lambalk representing the 
opposing position.
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Genetics
The summer months have been no exception in the steady flow of 
genetic publications relevant to reproductive medicine, though none 
offered any particularly new revelations. Here are the most interesting 
papers summarized by their subjects (references are combined at the 
end of the section): 

Polygenic risk scoring (PGRS) of preimplanta-
tion-stage embryos
Within the general framework of PGT we, in addition to PGT-A in 
recent months also repeatedly, and with some trepidation, addressed 
in these pages and in the literature1 the rapidly increasing commer-
cial offerings in the IVF marketplace of PGRS. PGRS involves the 
alleged ability to detect polygenic risks in an embryo, which includes 
anything, from choosing eye color to allegedly selecting against poly-
genic medical risks later in life, like heart disease or diabetes.

Currently mostly applied in adult medicine, research on PGRS is 
increasingly successful in predicting disease occurrence risks in 
advanced; but even there, where validation of results is relatively easy, 
the concept is still considered experimental. At preimplantation 
stages of embryos, such validation studies are, however, much 
more difficult and, therefore, almost completely lacking. Yet, still, 
as we pointed out before, some IVF centers in collaboration with 
genetic testing laboratories have started offering PGRS as a com-
mercial clinical service.

All of this as a preamble was necessary to explain the importance of a 
recent paper by Chicago investigators in Cell Reports Medicine 2 who 
demonstrated (in African ancestral populations) that genetic and 
environmental variation even within seemingly homogenous adult 
populations greatly impacts prediction performance of PGRS. If 
that is the case in adult populations, one can extrapolate to the preim-
plantation-stage embryo that PGRS must be even more complex and 
unreliable. Now wonder, therefore, that even geneticists consider 
the current clinical utilization of PGRS in preimplantation-stage 
embryos unindicated and unethical.3,4 Interestingly, ESHRE shares 
this opinion,5 while the ASRM to this day has remained mum on 
the subject.

Noninvasive Prenatal Genetic Testing (NIPGT)
The previously noted recent Nature Medicine article by CHR investi-
gators (and outside colleagues) also discussed obvious shortcomings 
in current NIPT through determinations in the maternal circula-
tion of cell-free fetal DNA during early pregnancy. 

Two interesting recent publications address very different aspects of  
NIPGT: The first involves the incidental detection of maternal ma-
lignancies when testing for cell-free fetal DNA in early pregnancy.6 
That maternal malignancies can result in false-positive diagnoses of 
alleged aneuploidies with NIPGT has been known for some time. 
A first association was reported already in 2013,7 later expanded  in 
Bianchi’s laboratory,8 and should not surprise considering the in-
creasing understanding of similarities between placenta and malig-
nancies when it comes to aneuploidies.9 In a well-written and timely 

review, Rink et al now reviewed this subject in Obstetrics & 
Gynecology,6 which we recommend to all of our readers.

With the abortion debate in the U.S. rekindled after Roe vs 
Wade and delegated to individual states, the role of all forms 
of prenatal testing (including PGT) has, suddenly, also again 
become a much more controversial issue. A recent commen-
tary in Cell Reports Medicine by two bioethicists makes this 
very clear, also encompassing concerns expressed by some 
about PGT. Interestingly, the authors conclude that, “the highly 
commercialized fertility industry, which has significant lobby-
ing power on both a federal and a state level, should be able to 
protect IVF-related procedures.” It appears we finally found 
one positive argument in favor of the increasing commer-
cialization of IVF practice by the fertility industry!

Can miscarriage risk be predicted by Whole 
Genome Sequencing?
In an interesting paper, investigators from New Jersey evaluat-
ed machine-learning-based classifiers for predicting embryo 
aneuploidy risk in IVF using whole-exome sequencing data, 
obtaining an area under the ROC of 0.77 and 0.68, respectively 
for two data sets.10 As one would expect, high precision could 
be traded against high specificity. Moreover, the investigators 
identified three potential aneuploidy risk genes in MCM5, 
FGGY, and DDX60L, which represented most of the predic-
tive power of their model. They and their molecular inter-
actions were found to be enriched for meiotic-related gene 
ontology categories and pathways, including microtubule 
organization and DNA recombination.

An in principle important preliminary study, however, swayed 
into exaggeration when the authors concluded that they 
demonstrated  that, “sequencing data  can be mined to predict 
aneuploid risk, thus improving clinical diagnosis.” We would 
agree that one day, sequencing may allow for clinically valuable 
predictions of miscarriage risk; but we do not see any clinical 
value in the current predictability of the model in identify-
ing 29% of patients with 94% precision (as the authors pre-
sented as example) when such a determination will not change 
treatment. 

At the same time, the authors, however, somewhat surprisingly 
ignored an important finding in their study: By demonstrating 
that the three identified aneuploidy risk genes were associated 
with meiotic-related gene ontology, unsurprisingly, a genetic 
miscarriage risk, thus, appears associated with meiotic (and 
not mitotic) aneuploidies. Interestingly, the percentage of 
patients identified (29%) in their model with good precision 
corresponds closely with the reported prevalence of meiotic 
aneuploidies in  comparison to mitotic aneuploidies. It is also 
in full agreement with the previously reported observation that 
IVF patients with prior IVF failures showed predominantly mi-
totic aneuploidies in their embryos, while those in IVF cycles 
because of prior miscarriages demonstrated mostly meiotic 
aneuploidies.11
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In other words, until we learn to differentiate meiotic from mi-
totic aneuploidies in human embryos, PGT-A can never work! 
Considering that some of the authors of this paper are fervent 
proponents of PGT-A, one comes to wonder whether this obser-
vation in their study was not ignored on purpose?

Did you know that males with age may lose 
their Y chromosome and women their X 
chromosome?
It does not happen too often anymore that Gina Kolata, once The 
New York Time’s senior medical writer, comments on a newly 
published paper. But that is exactly what recently happened 12 

when investigators from the U.S., Japan, and Sweden published a 
paper in Science, reporting that the hematopoietic loss of the Y 
chromosome leads to cardiac fibrosis and heart failure mortal-
ity.13 In a commentary in Science well summarized,14 even many 
reproductive scientists may be surprised to learn that mosaic 
loss of the Y chromosome (mLOY), as observed in peripheral 
leukocytes, occurs by age 70 in 40% of men and correlates with 
increased risk for mortality, cardiovascular events, and other 
ae-associated medical issues. With help of an appropriate mouse 
model, the just published paper expands on these previously 
known finding by demonstrating that mLOY is a risk factor for 
an increased incidence of cardiac fibrosis and heart failure 
mortality.13

Though widely considered a “genetic wasteland” with a princi-
pal purpose of only determining gonadal sex, this view has been 
slowly changing, with the chromosome increasingly being 
viewed as a reflection of male health. This is largely based on 
common links found between complex polygenic traits, the 
immune system and the Y chromosome which suggest that the 
chromosome affects immune and inflammatory responses.

Not mentioned in all of above noted publications are, however, 
the increasingly evolving similarities to the much larger and 
much more complex X chromosome. Like the Y chromosome, 
the X chromosome also can disappear in peripheral blood with 
advancing female age, though to much lesser extent, reaching 
only a prevalence of peripheral mosaicism of less than 1% by 
age 75, and usually involving the inactivated X chromosome.15 

Because of many associated immune effects, the X chromosome 
is, of course, also well recognized as an “immune chromosome.” 

Physicians at the CHR recently had the opportunity to see a new 
patient in her mid-40s, who on karyotyping for the first time at 
that age was diagnosed with mosaic peripheral Turner syn-
drome  (~15% XO). When referred for genetic counseling, she 
was incorrectly advised that, as age-related mosaic absence of one 
X chromosome, there was no clinical relevance to this finding. 
Such a high degree of mosaicism in XO karyotype can, however, 
not be explained by age. Mosaicism in even older women be-
yond 1-2%, therefore, requires further evaluation.

How about too many sex chromosomes?
Just as too few sex chromosomes can denote excessive disease 
risks, so can too many chromosomes; and, once again, men are 
much more affected with this problem than women. As British 
investigators reported in a recent article in Genetic Medicine,17 

1 out of every 500 men have an extra X or Y chromosome, with 
most not even knowing. In this recently published study of 
200,000 men at ages 40-70. Among 213 men diagnosed with 
Klinefelter syndrome ( KS, 47, XXY), only 49 (23%) were aware of 
their diagnosis.; 1 out of 143 (0.7%) with 47, XTT karyotype had 
a prior diagnosis.

As expected, KS was associated with reproductive problems 
(late puberty, RR=2.7; childlessness, RR=4.2; Testosterone, 
RR=-3.8;) which was not an issue for XYY males. Both ab-
normal karyotypes, however, did share significant levels 
of common risks (type 2 diabetes, RR=3.0 and 2.6; venous 
thrombosis, R=6.4 and 7.4; pulmonary embolism, RR= 3.3 
and 3.7; chronic pulmonary obstructive disease , RR=4.4 and 
4.6), reemphasizing the need for early diagnosis to allow for early 
iterventions.
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Basic sciences
How the brain controls our immune system
That central-nervous (CNS) and immune systems are closely 
linked has been known for decades. Take for example the long-un-
derstood effects of stress on the immune system. How these two 
systems interact has, however, so-far not been well understood. Now 
U.S. investigators. with help of a mouse model, made impressive 
progress in demonstrating how fear circuits in the brain regulate 
the release of leukocytes during acute stress.1 These findings have, 
of course, relevance to every practice field in medicine, including re-
productive medicine, considering how central the female immune 
system is for establishing pregnancy.

The authors demonstrated that, through skeletal muscle-derived  
neutrophil-attracting cytokines, motor circuits in the brain induce 
rapid neutrophil mobilization from the bone marrow to periph-
eral tissues, while the paraventricular hypothalamus  controls 
monocyte and lymphocyte egress from secondary lymphoid 
organs and blood to bone marrow through direct, cell-intrinsic 
glucocorticoid signaling. As one would expect, these stress-in-
duced leukocyte shifts are associated with changes in disease 
susceptibility. As the authors note, another way of looking at these 
results is that acute stress changes the innate immunity through 
reprogramming neutrophils and directing them toward sites of 
injury, while, on the other hand, corticotropin-releasing hormone 
neuron-mediated leukocyte shifts protect against the develop-
ment of autoimmunity but, interestingly, impair immunity to 
SARS CoV-2 and influenza virus infections.

These findings open interesting avenues for further research at 
several levels since , like all physiological processes, one can assume 
that here described immune responses at times will fail, causing 
diseases requiring treatments.

Another recently published review paper by Irish and U.S. investiga-
tors published in Cell Reports Medicine addressed a different aspect 
of how the CNS controls aspects of the immune system.2 Another 
neural circuit through which the CNS modulates peripheral 
immune responses  is the cholinergic anti-inflammatory pathway 

through the efferent arm of the inflammatory reflex. In this very 
interesting review, the authors describe how signals communicat-
ed via the vagus and splenic nerves use acetylcholine,  produced 
by Choline acetyltransferase (ChAT)+ T cells, to downregulate 
inflammatory activities of macrophages that express alpha-7 nic-
otine receptors, a pathway with considerable therapeutic potential 
through use of cholinergic agonists, vagotomy and potential vagus 
stimulation.

They conclude that the inflammatory reflex is a “pervasive homeo-
static mechanism that can influence inflammatory diseases across 
all bodily systems.” Findings of preclinical experiments are now 
slowly entering promising clinical trials in the hope of controlling 
inflammatory diseases. 
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How come or immune systems do not reject 
the food we ingest?
From food allergies and inflammatory bowel diseases we know 
that food can induce highly significant immune responses. Yet, 
in principle our immune systems tolerate most foods we ingest. 
Now, using a mouse model, U.S. investigators attempted to un-
derstand why that is the case by studying CD4+ T cell responses 
specific for a peptide from the wheat protein gliadin (an import-
ant epitope in celiac disease) to assess what represents a normal 
response of the immune system to a food antigen?1

Their research revealed that exposure to food antigens, under 
normal circumstances, makes cognate CD4+ naïve T cells form a 
complex set of noncanonical hyporesponsive T helper cell subsets 
without the usual inflammatory function of such cells, needed to 
cause pathology. They, however, do have the potential of producing 
regulatory T cells with anti-inflammatory functions.
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The risk of Listeria monocytogenes and other 
intracellular infections in pregnancy
Maternal infections with Listeria (Listerosis) are fortunately rare 
but, when occurring, feared because they often lead to very conse-
quential health risks to mother and pregnancy, often including 
loss of pregnancy.1 The risk to pregnancy from Listeria has histor-
ically been attributed to an “affinity” of this Gram-positive bacteri-
um to amniotic fluid (whatever that was meant to mean) and to the 
fact that fetuses were protected against infection primarily through 
transfer of humeral immunity from mother to fetus through 
antibodies.       
Using the shared susceptibility of human neonates and neonatal 
mice, U.S. researchers investigated his issue further and discovered 
that pregnancy actually also enables antibody protection against 
intracellular infection and, in summary, demonstrated a “fine-tuned 
adaption to enhance host defense during pregnancy and in early 
life.”2 
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A review of mTOR 
(mammalian target of rapamycin)
A recent review article in Cell offers a great summary of the current 
understanding of mTOR’s substrate phosphorylation in growth con-
trol. mTOR is a highly conserved serine/threonine protein kinase 
with great importance in regulating cell growth and metabolism 
throughout the body,1 including in male2 and female reproduction.3 
Dysregulation of mTOR, in addition, has been linked to major dis-
eases, including diabetes, cancer, and neurological conditions. For 
those interested in mTOR (and whoever in reproductive research is 
not) will enjoy this manuscript.
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Foretelling chromosome abnormalities based 
on their nuclear locations at interphase stage
In an interesting study of aneuploidy in Nature, Dutch investiga-
tors through single cell analysis convincingly demonstrated that 
the spatial location of chromosomes within the nucleus at the 
interphase stage of a cell contributed to their likelihood of being 
involved in genomic rearrangements (aneuploidy) associated 
with cancer.1 The highest rates were seen in peripheral chromo-
somes, located behind spindle poles. Mis-segregating chromosomes 
were also show to be preferentially entrapped in micronuclei. 

One, of course, can also conclude from this that that location-de-
pendent biases in segregation errors (and possibly micronucleation) 
should also exist during preimplantation stages of human embryos 
when aneuploidy is almost the norm, as repeatedly discussed in 
these pages before. An accompanying commentary in the same 
journal 2 noted that positioning within the nucleus already in 2014 

had been associated with translocation risk.3

Interestingly, naturally occurring micronuclei in two cancer cell 
lines demonstrated a very similar spatial occurrence pattern.
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How oocytes in primordial follicles maintain 
fif itness over decades
We are here discussing a basic science paper with substantial po-
tential impact on IVF practice. In this study Spanish investigators 
attempted to determine how oocytes in primordial follicles over 
decades maintain fitness for fertilization, embryo production and 
ultimately for pregnancy, - though all of these abilities, of course, 
decline with advancing female age?

They introduce the subject by making the point that oocytes 
maintain metabolically active during their dormancy in primordial 
follicles. They, therefore, must possess active mitochondrial activity 
to maintain biosynthesis of required compounds, in the process 
producing reactive oxygen species (ROS), which can be expected 
over time to have adverse influences on oocytes.1

In the paper the investigators, however, demonstrate that oocytes 
evade adverse ROS effects by remodeling the mitochondri-
al electron transport chain through elimination of complex I 
(Complexes 
I – IV make up an electron transport chain which starts with oxi-
dation of NADH to NAD by Complex I). Though the studies were 
performed in  Xenopus oocytes, the investigators believe that the 
data also apply to human oocytes and explain why patients with 
inherited complex-I related diseases are not sub- fertile.

As noted in an accompanying commentary, oocytes in primordial 
follicles, thus, apparently do not produce ROS at significant lev-
els.2 Should all of this also apply to human oocytes, two important 
questions arise: (i) Why do primordial oocytes then still age and 
demonstrate declining reproductive fitness with advancing female 
age? And (ii) do these data suggest that longstanding efforts in 
IVF of exchanging “older” with “younger” mitochondria makes 
little physiological sense?3
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Infectious diseases
Covid-19 updates
Asymptomatic and antigen-negative patients with current 
Covid-19 infections are currently considered no longer conta-
gious after 5 days from initial positive test. It now, however, has 
become very obvious that, even if asymptomatic, they may remain 
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contagious for several more days. Even though the evidence for 
this is now clear, this has so-far not resulted in an adjustment in the 
5-day return to work recommendation of the FDA.

Research, moreover, has revealed that the SARS-CoV-2 virus re-
mains in the body of infected individuals for prolonged times, often 
over months.1 The same review noted that a metanalysis demon-
strated that infected patients shed virus on the average for a full 
month, and this represent unusual behavior for RNA viruses and 
is much longer than influenza and common cold viruses remain 
detectable. The review also noted that whether prolonged presence 
of the virus in the body is linked to long Covid is unclear.

A recent research letter in the New England Journal of Medicine, 
moreover, suggested that in symptomatic non-severe Covid-19 
infections viral decay was similar with Omicron and Delta infec-
tions the median duration of shedding was similar whether patients 
were not vaccinated, vaccinated, or vaccinated and boosted. Since 
this study also confirmed shedding beyond five days, the authors 
warned from automatically equating shedding with infectiousness.2

The implications of Covid-19 for pregnancy also were addressed in 
several interesting manuscripts: A large multicenter U.S. study con-
firmed what was mostly well know already, namely that maternal 
vaccination with two doses of mRNA vaccine reduced hospitaliza-
tions, including for critical illness, among infants younger than six 
months. Benefits from vaccination, thus, clearly not only apply to 
mothers but also offspring.3 And when it comes to even asymp-
tomatic Covid infection, they, still, appear to increase pregnancy 
risks, as at least one so-far unpublished study suggests. 

Discussing the long-term implications of Covid-19 in pregnancy, a 
commentary in the British Medical Journal, the authors conclude 
with the following summary:” Covid-19 in pregnancy increases risk 
for severe complications for both mother and baby. The long-term 
implications are unknown, but emerging signals warn of substan-
tial public health threats. We must implement long term popula-
tion-wide surveillance of infected and uninfected people. 
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An update on Monkeypox
This is the second time that this newsletter comments on 
Monkeypox. In our first comment in the June issue of the VOICE,  
we noted correctly that Monkeypox is not another Covid-like 
pandemic but that, because of how monkeypox is transmitted, 
one must be ready for relatively rapid spread of the disease in 
high-risk populations. We then also pointed out that it was just a 
matter of time until cases would be reported in pregnancy.

Both predictions have since, indeed, come to fruition, with by 

now thousands of cases reported in the U.S. with NYC being 
the country’s hotspot. Fortunately, only individual cases have 
so-far been reported in pregnancy; but there, too, more can be 
expected. The WHO has declared Monkeypox a global health 
emergency, with several states (including New York) and the 
Federal Government following up with their own emergency 
declarations.

The Lancet1 and Obstetrics & Gynecology2 published guide-
lines and a commentary, respectively on how to handle and 
infection with this, soon to be renamed, virus in pregnancy and 
gynecological practice. We recommend both of these publica-
tions as well-presented backgrounds until more first-hand data 
become available in the literature.

The CDC website currently encourages clinicians to look out 
for a more broadly defined range of symptoms in reaching a 
diagnosis of Monkeypox, with a spokesperson of the agency 
during a June 10 media briefing announcing an expansion 
of information to clinicians. The CDC also confirmed that 
Monkeypox cannot be spread via airborne transmission (like 
Covid). He virs can be spread via saliva droplets or respiratory 
secretions at close ranged and during close contact, but not 
by aerosols that can travel long distances in air, like the SARS 
CoV-2 virus.
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